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University of Missouri- SL Louis

·MacKinney Speaks To 820
.. Steven Brawley
managing edjtor

.

:. A record' number of St. Louis com_ munity civic. and business leaders
heard Interim Chancellor Arthur C.
MacKinney make the annual UMSL
Chancellor's Report to the Com.' mll1lity on..l\pril 17.
. Speaking to a luncheon audience
ofS20 persons at the Adam's Mark
Hotel,
MacKinney's
report
<. !!rhphasized "excellence" on the
..,.. UMSL campus. ;

members has grown into a dynamic,
"The result is a very competitive
high .quality institution in seven student · body, more mature than
schools and colleges, 26 academic typical, and with exceptionally high
departments and 56 academic
motivation to achieve," he said.
programs."
The report also emphasized the
While speaking about faculty, he accomplishments of many of
UMSL's graduates.
.
stated that they have scholarly
distincti ons.
"aile of the important results of
. " I have watched with considerthis student talent is a group of
able pride and pleasure the maturgraduates, over 28,000 of them now,
ing of a faculty, many of whom are who contribute in a wide variety of
now genuine national authorities in key ways to S1. Louis," MacKinney
. said.
their chosen fields." he said.

UMSL has a full-time facult y of
'. In the 11th a~nual report, Mac- more than 400, supplemented by 250
1 Kinney targeted three emphasis
part-time fa culty members.
>'j
!!reas. He said that a distinguished
He noted that nearly 85 percent of
faculty,
motivated student' body the faculty hold the Ph.D.
and a: growing number of graduates
. The quality of students, according
in key posivons are three marks of to Mac Kinney, is also high.
high quality that UMSL has attained .
He said that the UM-systems
~ Quring its first 23 years.
admission standards have been sub.' . "Much has happened at UMSL in stantially stiffened recently in the
~he 23 years since its inception,"
background areas of mathematics,
MacKinney said: "What started out sciences, English, humanities and
(t, with 600 students and 26 faculty social sciences.

a

He said that the university is here
not only to serve individuals, but
also . industry, small business,
government agencies, schools and
charitable organizatons.
"There is a tremendous reservoir
of potential ' for further advancing
the eco nomic and cultural life of
this city and region when the
academic excellence of UMSL is
fully recognized and used. We're
here, we're very good and we are
eager to serve." MacKinney said.

April 28-29 .

Election To Focus
On Campus Issues

The report also included remarks
by UM President C.
Peter
Magrath.
Magrath announced that the state
Department of Higher Education
tenatively has approved a doctoral
degree program at UMSL in political science.
He said that he is,pleased with the
growing ties between UM and the St.
Louis region.
"We are going to do some very
good things for St. Louis and the
people of Missouri, " Magrath said.
Also participating in the report
were UM Board of Curators President Tom K Smith and Ruth Bryan,
chairwoman of the UMSL Chancellor's Council.
MacKinney was applauded by
those attending the report for his
efforts as Interim Chancellor.
He will serve as Interim Chancellor until May 31. On June 1, he
will be succeded by Chancellor
deSignate
Marguerite
Ross
Barnett.
.

Craig A. Martin
news editor

(Editor's Note: This is the
second
in
a
two-part
series.)

Parking
problems
and
bookstore reform rate high on
the list of important issues for
both majur candidates for the
upcoming Student Association
elections.
Ken Meyer and Hilary Shelton
will seek the presidency of the SA _
in its upcoming elections, April
28-29.
Shelton has specific plans for
solving the parking problem.
" The university needs to reexamine its priorities with
regards to parking. The students
pay 70 percent of the parking
fee s, and get the lowest priority
on parking spaces ," Shelton
said.
"We also think that the parking
spaces on top of garage C should
be reallocated during peak hours
so that students could park
there ," he said.
The spaces currently are for
extension parking only.
Meyer believes the students
need a voice in how the money
used for parking is spent.
"We will work ferventl y to
place students on th e committee
that decides how to s pend these
monie s. Through administrative
channels we have the best
possibility of affecting change in
the condition of our parking
lots. " Meyer said.
"We also have conducted a
feasibility study regarding the
use of lot C extension parking by
students. and we think something
can be worked out,'· he sa id.
Both candidates agree on the
need for bookstore reform,.
although their methods differ.
In an amendment to his
original plat.form , Meyer calls
for more effective use of workstudy students in the bookstore
in an attempt to bring book prices
down.
Meyer's original platform
stated that the University
Bookstore was privately run ,

Barnett Gave
~ .!nsight-/nto
~ VMSL Future
S~even Brawley
'managing editor

Chancellor designate Marguerite
Ross Barnett gave the St. Louis
community some insight into her
aspirations' for UMSL as it
approaches the 21st-century.
' H e r repiarks during the 11th
aru:\ual lIMSLChancellor's Report
£0 the Cqlmmunity accompanied the
report !riven by Interim Chancellor
Arthu V'C. MacKinney .
. :She said that UMSL graduates are
plaY,ing an important role in the
revitalization of the st. Louis area.
I' , , ";Our graduates play signifigant
)roles in this economic rejuvenation,
and we share your pride in the success of each and everyone of them,"
she said.
Barnett stressed that it is vital for
Lartd-granl universities to prepare
students for productive careers in
the 21st-century.
..
She observed that the next century will be marked
the waning of
America's industrial age.
"'These changes in working conditions for our students, who will be
• the managers and leaders of the
21st-century, suggests a plethora of
issues and opportunities for higher'

tiy

• ' See "Barnett," Page 6

\

St e ve n Braw\ ('y

TRANSITlON:UMSL Interim Chancellor Arthur c. MacKinney, left, poses with his successor Chancellor Designate Marguerite Ross Barnett and U M President C. Peter Magrath. A record number of community leaders attended this year's annual Chancellor's Report to the Community held at the Adam's
Mark Hotel downtown .

Bravvley Named Edit or Tutu's Daughter
Stops Short Of Calling
For' '86-'87 Current

.

.
I

..

!

UMSL Speech Communications major Steven Brawley was
selected editor of the Current for
the 1986-87 academic year Monday afternoon by the StUdent
Publications Committee.
Brawley, 20, a 1983 graduate of
Hazelwood West High . has servedas managing editor and
Around UMSL editor during his
two years on the newspaper's
staff.
Brawley said he hopes to
expand the Current's involvementin the community.
" Making the paper's resources
more accessible to students will
benefit hoth the students and the
Current," Brawley said. "By
attracting new staff memb.e rs in
various academic areas, the
paper can build on its reputation
as one . of Missouri's best
collegiate weeklies ."
Brawley has written both news
and features for the Current.
Also, he serves as an intern for
B.ames Hospital's marketing
department and has worked in
conjunction with UMSL's News
Services.

Monica Lauer
reporter

Steven Brawley
At American Cab levision,
where he has worked for three
years, Brawley has produced a
weekly segment entitled "UMSL
Profile, " a commu nity program
that focuse s on the campus '
events and people.
" Applying the experience I
have gained through both
classwork and practical experience, 1 hope to make the Current
a profitable experience for both
its readers and staff members."
Brawley has appointed Mike
Lu czak as business manager for
next year.

~----- -----------------------------------------~-------"
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OMO'RE NEWS/Page 2

.

Mpho Tutu . the youngest daughter
of Nobel Peace Prize winner Bishop
Desmond Tutu, described the violation of human rights and the
increaSing violence in South Africa
at a rally April 19 here.
Tutu spoke to about 100 people in
the J. C. Penney Auditorium.
Tutu charged that the South
African' government, through its
policies, is attempting to pull apart
the black family unit.
"In the land of our birth black
\vomen continue to be unable to live
with our husban ds under migrant
labor laws , are frequentl y unable to
live with our children under group
area laws, and are dumped into
resettlement camps." she said.
Tutu noted that a study by the
South African government showed
that
these
homelands
are
economically deficient.
. " They have very little industry,
and only ' one export - labor," she
said.
.
Tutu was especially critical of the
migrant labor laws.

DEDITORIALS/Page 4

SNAKES

,

which is inaccurate .
" We would also like to see a
book rental policy adopted by our
bookstore, much like the one at
SIU- E. If the bookstore won't
cooperate, we'll just have to go
straight to the teachers;~Meyer
said.
Shelton believes the students
should have ultimate control
over the bookstore.
"My feeling is that the student
government should have control
over the bookstore, and hire a
man ager to oversee its opera. tion," Shelton said.
"The bookstore right now turns
a profit every year, and we think
they should lower prices to the
point . where they are selfsufficient, or breaking even,"
he said.
Shelton also advocates buying
the textbooks through an already
existing bookbuying network as a
means to lower prices.
Another issue in the campaign
is civil rights.
Shelton believes that racism
and sexism are a problem on
this ca mpus.
"Looking at the interaction between races on this campus, we
see this as an important issue in .
which we need to move toward
total racial harmony , " Shelton ·
said.
Shelton also called for more
effort in fair hiring practices by
the university.
"!think the university needs to .
actively recruit minority staff
mem bers. By the same token
though we shouldn't hire a less
qualified Hispanic, for example,
over a more qualified white," he'
said. "We need to get the very
best. "
See "Election," Page 3

Speaks At UMSL

For Economic Sanctions

Daniel A. Kimack
editor-in-chief

..

"We will work fervently
to place sudents on the
com m ittee that decides
how to spend these
(parking) monies."
-Ken Meyer

Zuleyma
Tang
Halpin,
associate professor of biology, oversees the room in
Stadler that houses not only
students,
but
several
varieties of snakes.

------Page 9

"Migrant laborers, men turned
into foreigners in their own homelands, are forced to leave their
families and live in single sex nostels at their place of employment,"
she said. When their wives try to
find closer quarters, they often end
up in squatter camps, plots of land
that lack both shelter and water.
In her comparison of the 1960s
Civil Rights movement in the
United States and the antiapartheid movement· in South
Africa, Tutu highlighted the violence perpetuated by the South
African police.
"We, too, have faced the dogs , the
rawhide whip, the tear gas and the
baton," Tutu sai d.
. She cited many recent incidents
where the police fired on crowds of
women and ch ildren protesters.
Tutu fears the increasing death toll
is causing both whites and blacks to
become callous. "Will the children
cease to care about their own deaths
because the government holds their
lives so cheap?" she asked.
Tutu notee! that there are many
important differences between the
Civil Rights movement and the cur-

OAROUND UMSL/Page 7

UMSL
professor
Carla
Lane, president of the St.
Louis Chapterofthe National
Academy of Television Arts
and Sciences, has been
chosen to produce the St.
Louis Emmys.

- - - - - -- Page 9 .

:'11

rent struggle in South Africa. She
said that the blacks in the United
States sought rights promised them
in the Constitution, while the South
African Constitution purposely
deletes bl ack rights .
The free competitive press also
gave a more balanced coverage of
the civil rights movement than the
government run press in South

DCLASSIFIEDS/Page 8

EMMYS

e.

CedriC R. Anderson

DISCUSSI NG: Mpho Tutu, daughter of Nobel Prize winner Bishop
Desmond Tutu, spoke to re porters at a news conference prior to her
rally in the J.e. Penne y Auditorium, Saturday, April 19.

o FEATUR_ES/Page 9

Africa currently provides. According to Tutu, whites in South Africa
are not as outraged at police
brutality as the white community
was here during the 1960s.
Tutu was critical of the United
States foreign policy.
"Yo ur government has the
See "Tutu," Page 6

DSPORTS/Page 11

GREGORY
Gina Gregory, the leading
scorer in Riverwomen basketball history, was recently
named the female athle.te of
the year. Ron Porter' and
John Murphy shared the
men's honors.

- - - - -. Page 11
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Meehan Receives Research Award
, Eugene · J . Meehan, UMSL professor of political science and
public policy administration and an
; internationally recognized scholar
in policy analysis/science, is the
.recipient of UM's seventh annual
Weldon Spring Presidential Award
for Research and Creativity.
: UM President C. Peter Magrath
designated Meehan as this year's
. recipient based upon the recommendation of the graduate· deans
group and a review committee composed of faculty from the University' s four campuses.
, The $10,000 award, supported by
investment income from proceeds
of the 1979 sale of the University's
Weldon Spring property in S1..
Charles County, will be used by
l\1eehan to support his continued
research.
: Meehan is currently a visiting
scholar at the Netherlands Institute
for Advanced Study in Wassenaar,
Netherlands. In notifying him-of the
award, Magrath wrote: " Your work
as an internationally di s tinguished
social sCientist, the bro a d sweep of
your creative work and your
landmark contributions to critical
thinking in the broad and overarching arena of social and political
sCience are very impressive.
: "Your peers around the world

POLICE OFFICER
CAREER OPPORTUNITY

The Kansas City, Missouri
Police Department will
conduct Police Officer entrance examinations at the
Sf Louis Community College at Forest Park on May
2 rid and 3 rd, 1986. The
tests will be conducted in
the cafeteria of the College
Center Building. Registration forthe evening test will
begin at 6:00 p.m., Friday,
May 2, 1986. Registration
for the morning test will
pegin at 8:00 am., Saturpay, May 3, 1986. Testing
Will begin immediately at- ·
~er registration on both
:dates. Applicants must
:bring their driver's license
for identification. Please
:allow three to four hours to
complete testing. Please
reserve any questions until
:date of test or call

have long recognized your contributions , and it is so pleasant: for
me to not that your colleagues at the
University of Missouri concur."
Meehan received both bachelor's
(1947) and master's (1951) degrees
in politic al science from Ohio State
University, then continued on to the
London School of Economics and
Political Science at the University
of London where he completed a
doctorate in political science in
1954 and postdoctoral study in
philosophy from 1954 to 1957.

social science. He is the author or
co-author of 19 books, including the
forthcoming "Theory and Policy: An
Introduction to Argument and
Criticism." Three books, "Edueation for Critical Thinking" and two
vol urnes of " Introduction to Critical
Thinking, " have been translated
into Spanish. Other titles include
" Economics and Policy- Making:
The Tragic IfIusion," "The Foundations of Political AnalysiS" and
" Contemporary Political Thought:
A Critical Analysis. "
.

In their nomination of Meehan,
Edwin H. Fedder, UMSL professor
of political science; J. Martin'
Rochester, chairman of UMSL' s
department of political science; and'
Andrew Glassberg, director of the
master's in public poli cy admini stration program at UMSL, state,
" Professor Meehan has established
a corpus of work in policy anal ysis/
science that ennobles the field by its
profound contributions to the
growth of knowledge .
" He has been linked by seriou s
professionals to the incontestable
giants in the hi story of the
discipline. "
Meehan has written ext ensively
in the areas of economics, policymaking, political analysis and

Original
Allocations
Meehan's first book, " The British
Organization
Allocations After Appeals
Left Wing and Foreign Policy: A
Amer. Society Personnel Adm.
$125
$0
Study of the Influence of Ideology,"
Chess Club
350
250
is considered one of the finest
Current
20
,800
19,000
studies of the role of ideology on
Evening College Council
6,150
5,000
foreign
policy-making
in
KWMU
8,000
o
parliamentary democracies.
Literary Magazine
1,600
900
The nominators add , "His books
Math Club
150
o
on explanation and value judgment
Panhellenic
600
850
Pierre Laclede Student Organization
in social science, on political
150
o
Psi Chi
thought and political analYSis and
250
100
Psychology Organ ization
400
250
on critical thinking · about policy
Rho Nu
375
o
issues are definitive, original and
Meehan' s award will be presented
Student Optometri c Asso ciation
1,250
1000.
have become permanent conUniversity Garner s Unlimited
o
150
tributions
to
social
science .following his return to UMSL this
summer.
literature. "
Meehan's work has not been
limited only to political science but. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
has also included 'social and policy,
science. His list of 71 published

articles, papers, 'addresses and
reports includes 15 citiations
related to public housing issues.
Roger M,o ntgomery, professor of
city and regional planning in the
College of Environmental Design at
the University of ,CaliforniaBerkeley, states, " In my view, Professor Meehan 's corpus of work on
American public housing represents the most important body of
work an individual scholar has contributed on the topic. "
Meehan's expertise in international work is demonstrated by
the praise of his il,lterna.tional
colleagues. Adolf Bibic of Edvard
Kardelj University in Yugoslavia
says, "Professor Meehan is one of
the most productive and innovative
members of our discipline. He is
duly aware of the enormous expansion of the role of society in the life
of · the ordinary individual in this
century ... it is his obsession to use
knowledge for reasonable and corrigible policies ... "

The Student Activities Budget
Committee has finished the
appeals
process
and
all
allocations forthe next academic
year are final.
All student organizations are
eligible to appeal their SABC ·
allocations.
See
graph
for
appeals
changes.

The Senate Student Affairs
Committee has scheduled public
hearings on the revision of the
SABe' s process of allocating
funds to student organizations.
Individuals may request · an
opportunity to speak before the
committee May 12 at 1:30 p.m. by
calling 553-5211 to be guaranteed
a 15-minute hearing.
.

UNIVERSITY PROGRAM BOARD

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

SUMMER
JOB OPPORTUNITY

. presents

Thursday & Friday
At the Movies!

Local company hiring quality students with
people skills for 17 week employment pro~
gram in St. Louis. Guaranteed base salary
and excellent bonns program. Average compensation $7,200 for the summer for 36
hours/work week.

So Bad It's Good
Film Festival- Part II
Robot Monster
The Creeping Terror
Rocket To The Moon

$7,200 average compensation
36 hours/work week
Excellent training & experience
regardless of career direction
Career opportunities for top
student employees

April 24th and 2!5th
6:30 p. m. Only

call:

..,

Each Day

344-900
Ask for Mr. Marrep

M

$1 w/UMSL Student 10
$1.50 General Admission

(only 10 positions remaining)

816-234-5400.
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STUDE T5

After four years of college, you've earned the right
to drive to your brand new job
in a brand new car, Even if you
don't have the bucks for a big down
payment.
That's why Enterprise offers a specialleasing program just for seniors
and graduate students in their final
semester, and recent college graduates, With Enterprise, you make no
down payment. You can choose
from any of GM's new passenger
cars or light duty trucks and pay
a low, fixed monthly rental. And
you can take up to 90 days to

INTERESTED IN

make your first rental .
It doesn't take a
college degree to figure
out that Enterprise offers a
smart, economical alternative
to car ownership,
It you'd like to know more about
our special leasing program, just give
us a call, Or send in the coupon below to recei~ a copy of The Facts
About Auto Leasing, a brief, nononsense booklet
that spells out the
benefits of leasing
from Enterprise.

PRODUCTION
NEWS
PROMOTION
MUSIC

_..... _----------_ ...... NAME:

ADDRES~S-:--------------------------~--------------------

- - - ....

.

~~- --~. ~~---------

•

FM 01.7

Please rush my tree copy 01 The Facts About Auto Leasing.
Yes, I would like you to call me with more inionnation.
I'm interested in a (make)
(model) _ _ _----'_

MailtoEnt~rprise-Leasing, 8844 Ladue Road, st.Louis, M063124

••

FOR· INFORMATION ABOUT

Over 200 offices coast to COast.

CITY: _________________~STAJE : ____________ ~: ______________
PHONE : (
) __________________________________________

•

OURSTAFr~

Clayton/863-0055· Downtown/231-4440
South County/842-6220 • West County/965-2222

•1

J

TO JOIN

.ENTERPRISE LEASING

o

.

,

CALL 553-5488
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•

OR STOP BY 105 LUCAS HALL ,I
.
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Fi nal:" Roll Call·()f· tJ MSL Events From 1985-86 Academic Year
. A-sJhey say, a"few .no. es 'and :
"Pipeline," a KWMU program
quotes .and antecdotes from the
that featured experimental and
, 1986-87 academic year, one that
new music, was cancelled. under
saw this 22-year-old u'niversity
much co ntroversy. The, cancelladevelop even more as what'
tion raised concerns about
officials call "The Emerging
KWMU's programming an.d the
University."
amount of responsibility actually
The final roll call of events
given to the student staff. '
that sparked the interest and
During the same week, Vice
ignited the furor throughout the
Chancellor for Academic Affairs
pasUWo semesters, found within
Arthur C. MacKinnev denounce-d
the pages of the Current:
an "academic bankruptcy plan"
August 29, 1985 - The fall
that would virtually allow UMSL
semester started off with a bang,
students to drop all grades
or an axe, with University of Mis- ' received during their first three
souri Pre,sidenLC. Peter Magrath
years.
overruling a stUdent vote to
September 12, 1985establish a MoPIRG chapter on
The Student Association passed a
campus. Magrath vetoed the
motion that would hope to conidea, saying the waivable $3 fee
vince the university to rename
students had voted for was in
the University Center after civil
,essence a "quasi-mandatory
rights leader Dr. Martin Luther
fee."
King Jr. SA never was able to
September 5, 1985 fulfill the goal because of rules

..

regarding name changes of
buildings ,
'
"
Also; the UMSL Chemistry
department received an
emminence nod by UM in hopes
that the program would acheive
national recognition in the next
10 years.
Octobe~ 3,1985 - A UM
task force studying investment
poliCles 'with companies doing
business with South Africa heard
testimony at UMSL that asked
for full divestment of university
funds from those companies . The
hearing was a coming-home of
efforts began by SA President
Greg Barnes and Vice President
Hilary Shelton in the 1984-85
school year.
. Too, Chancellor Arnold B.
Grobman announced ideas of
campus housing that sparked the
interest of many UMSL students.

Later, state officials would condemn the idea,
October 24, 1985 - The
University Program Board
dropped plans for the annual
Homecoming event for the first
time in several years. Poor
attendance and poor planning in
the past' had made the event lessthan-successful.
December 5, 1985 - Grobman made his retirement offical
after servine: in his post for 10
years .. MacKinney was named
interim chancellor until UMSL
first black chancellor,
Marguerite Ross Barnettes, fills
the position in June.
The soccer Rivermen dropped
a 1-0 decision to Florida
International University in the
semifinals of the National
Collegiate Athletic Association
DiviSion II tournament. UMSL

finished the year at 11-6-1
overall, winning six of their last
eight games.
In the same week, Student
Association Assembly chairperson Sue Denney reSigned her
position after it was learned she
was not officially enrolled in the
university:
Part of the controversy that
surrounded Student Association
brought forth a movement by
Assembly members to circulate
a petition that asked for the
removal of Barnes. The petition
gained half of the needed
signatures before it was dropped
at the end of the semester,
January 23, 1986 - The
Missouri General Assembly
approved measures to make traffic violations on campus enforceable by munincipal and county
law, making it a state offense -

Earn college credit at home:
an alternative to the campus
seHing.

"

Summer 1986

Earn college credit conveniently at home through
telecourses offered by St. Louis Community College
on KETC-N Channel 9 and Cencom Cable, Channel
31. It's a great way to get started on a college
degree, continue your education, update job skillS
or explore a special interest.

For information on enrollment
and a descriptive brochJre,
including mail registration forms,
write or call: .
Telecourse Office
Institute for Contiming Education
Sf. Louis Comml..f)ity College
5600 Oakland Ave.
Sf. Louis, MO 6311 0
(314) 644-9798

Earn three coltege credits for each of the following
courses:
HST:512 HERITAGE: CIVILIZATION AND THE JEWS
("Heritage: Civilization and the Jews")
Course Begins: May 31, 1986
PSY:203 CHILD PSYCHOlOGY
("The Growing Years")
Course Begins: June 7, 1986
DP:100 INTRODUCTION TO DATA PROCESSING
("The New Literacy: An Introduction to
Computers")
Course Begins: June 10, 1986
8-6-398 1/86

January 30, 1986 - A
brawl between Southeast Missouri State basketball players
and UMSL fans sent SEMO forward Chris Edwards to the hospital after he was struck on the
head by a chair. The fight also
brought a lot of negative
publicity to the basketball program from outside media.
March 13, 1986 - The Student Activities Budget Committee came under fire and the
Senate Student Affairs Committee was said to be ineffective in
approving SABC allocations. The
SABC will come under review .
during the summer.
April 3, 1986 - Following a
debate of students approved on
the SABC, Barnes announced his
resignation
as SA President.
He would not make the move
official, however.

Election
--------------------

..

from page 1

Meyer also sees a problem
with racism on this campus, and
says student groups can do a lot . . :
to help the situation.
"I think groups like the ABC
(Associated Black Collegians), '
need to diversify and work not ·.
only for the advancement of their
own race, but for the advance: .
ment of interaction between the '
races," Meyer said.
'.
. "Steps in that direction would .
be welcomed by my administra'
tion and would do a lot to ~te .
racial tensions on campus.
" This problem is not, however '
limited
to
the
minority
organizations. Much can be done >
on this front by the so-called .
'white' organizations, too," he '
said,
Divestment
of
university ,
funds also appeared on both plat- .
form statements.
We won't stop until all of the .university's money is divested · •
from South Africa or until , •
aparthied stops, Shelton said.
We plan to pursue divestment. , ..
through any campus organiza-, ' :
tion wishing to devote its tim.e ,
and mdney to the cause, but ~, :
refuse to let divestment be at the' :
cornerstone of our administra- :
:
tive program, Meyer said.
M

..
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Put Ken Meyer First
In Presidential Race
After reviewing the performance of the Student
Association this year and listening to the perceptions of SA
government from the community, we hope the UMSL
students will step towards
improvement
during
next
week's elections.
The SA came under fire this
year for a variety of reasons.
Some of the most important
included: dedication to issues
not related directly to the
UMSL campus , .manipulation
of the Student Association constitution, misuse of funds, and
perceived railroading of the
Student Assembly to fulfill the
concerns of SA President Greg
Barnes and SA Vice President
Hilary Shelton.
We feel the student vote
needs to make a clean break
from the current student
government, one that will
allow a new administration to
learn from previous mistakes.
Most importantly, we feel the
student vote needs to back a
presidential candidate that
will focus his efforts on
campus-related events .
We endorse Ken Meyer for
Student Association President
for the 1986-87 academic
year.
Meyer's platform is campusoriented, focusing primarily
on student issues such as parking,
bookstore reform,
a
Student
Association
constitutional rewrite and other
·issues that scream for attention but were given little this
year.

CURRENT
University of Missouri-S1 Louis
1 Blue Metal Office Building

8001 Natural Bridge Road
St Louis, Me. 63121
:. 1 Phone: (314) 553-5174

The other candidate, Hilary
Shelton, ranks his priorities as
parking, bookstore reform and
access to higher education. We
have to wonder how important
those priorities will be to
Shelton if he is elected SA
president.
As vice president, Shelton
was more involved this yearas was the rest of the SA
heirarchy - with issu es such
as divestment of UM funds
from companies with holdings
in South Africa, national student government lobbying
efforts and increasing the SA' s
budget for the upcoming year.
We feel that this trend would
continue next year wit h such a
candidate serving as a carryover from this year.

-----._- -

The Current is published weekly
il on Thursdays. Advertising rates ·
" are available upOn request by con. , tacting the Current Business Office at
(314) 553-5175. Space reservations for advertisements must
be rec€ived by noon Mohday prior
to the date of publication

•
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The Curren~ financed in part by
student activities fees, is not an
official publication of the UnivEirsity
of Missou ri The I:J niversity is no~ responsible for the Currenfs contents and policies.
Editorials expressed in the paper
reflecttl1e opinion of the editorial
staff. Articles labeled "commentary" or"column" are the opinion of
the individual writer.
Copyright by the Cu'rrent, 1986 All materials 'contained\within this
issue are the property of the Current and can not be reproduced or
reprinted without the expressed
written consent of the Current and
its staff.

Despite his defeat to Barnes
last year, Meyer has remained
active
III
Student
Government.
During the SABC Student
Court case, Meyer resigned his
position on the SABC in protest
to his not being offically
appointed to the committee
by Barnes.
His committment to "UMSL
First" is evident through his
involvement as both a student
leader and as a foe of the present SA administration.
There is no doubt that the
pres e nt SA administration
worked hard, but not on th e
homefront.
UMSL students need an SA
President that can begin new
projects , not complete and continue old ones.

Daniel A. Kimack
ed rtor-in-chief

Steven Brawley
managing editor

,]

Yates W. Sanders
. bu siness affairs/ad sales director

Mike Luczak
aSs= ad ·sales director

Robin House
copy editor

Craig Martin
news editor

Marjorie Bauer
features/arts editor

Dan Noss
sports editor

Fears GLSU
Stronghold On
Campus

LETIERS TO THE EDITOR
Supports Meyer
In Next SA
Election
Dear Editor:
To say that I was greatly disturbed by Pas cal Bercker' s letter
in reference to the MeyerLacostelo campaign would be a
gross understatement.
Mr. Bercker's letter unfairly
accused Meyer and Lacostelo of
blatantly misrepresenting the
facts in one of their campaign
flyers. The facts were only misrepresented by Mr. Bercker's
own incorrect interpretation.
His faulty and irrational analysis
serve only to underscore his Jack
of political understanding.
Nowhere does the flyer hint (as
Mr. Bercker says) that the problem with student government is
that they spend too much money
on travel. The message I
received from it was that our '
campus concerns are being
ignored while our student
government is dealing' with
other, non campus issues. .
For example, in an effort to
secure the divest of university
funds from companies that do
business in South Africa, our student government took trips to
Chicago
and
New
York.
Meanwhile, our parking lots,
bookstore, and other concerns
here at UMSL seem to have
been neglected.
Let me print the caption on the
Meyer-Lacostelo flyer and allow
students to draw their own conclusi'Ons. There is a cartoon of an
airplane taking off over the top of
<i.parking lot that is in a terrible
state of disrepair. the caption
reads: "While the ·present student administration is flying off
to
Chicago,
New
York,
Washington,
D.C.,
and
Nicaragua; our parking lots are
turing to rubble, "
Never does the flyer indicate
that it is the funding of these trips
which is at issue, but rather the
focus of stUdent government.
Ken Meyer is saying in his campaign that we must address these
serious campus issues first,
'before we worry about such
national concerns as divestment,
aid to the Contras, etc. There is
nothing morally wrong with this
'message . despite what Mr.
Bercker believes.
Does Mr. Bercker claim to be
the only student capable of
interepreting political litera:ture? Does he have the right to
subject all of us to his false inter-

pretations? Perhap s, but he does
not have the right to accuse the
authors of malicious intent when
no such malice was int end ed nor
actually printed.
Had Bercker bothered to
attend UMSL Senate meetings,
for which he is an elected member; or any Student Assembly
meeting, he would know why
students are so upset with the
present administration.
If his goal was to help elect
someone other than Ken Meyer
to the presiden cy, Mr. Bercker
should have chos en a better way
to attack the integrity of a respected, conscientiou s and hard
working student leader. I am
going to vote for ken Meyer and
Kevin Lacostelo in the upcomming elections and I will do so
proudly and gladly.
Sincerely,
Kathy Grossheim,
Member UMSL Senate,
Student Assembly Member
(Disabled Student Represenative)

Disabled Student
Sees A

Big Mess
Dear Editor:
As a representative from the
Disabled Student Union, I have
seen some progress made toward
our club. I have known lhat Ken
Meyer and Hilary Shelton had
key concerns for uisabled
students on this campus. They
both wanted to help us but did not
follow through on their promis,e.
To me, all these commitments in
the past need certain .support
from other people as well. I
would like to see the promises
fulfilled instead of waiting for all
of this to happen next year.
I feel that student government
is a big mess and needs to get its
act together so it can work. The
reasonforthisisthatever~oneis

working as an indivjdual and not
making th e ir · priority Student
Association.
.
The Disabled Student Union
has been asked to support a candidate in the preSidential election next week, but will not make
an endorsement on oral or written commitments.
It would be nice for a candidate
to receive our support, but it
would be better if progress is
made toward acheiving our
goals.
Name Withheld Upon Request

News Media
Ignores
History
Dear Editor,
Hereditary
Englishmen
in
America and the elements that
control the nation's news media,
have helped Americans to forget
what little history they ever
learned. We forget that for four of
the last five centuries, Britain's
forces roamed the world and
invaded and claimed more
territory than any other nation in
Europe. We do not remember tbat
in 1812 Britain' s armies invaded
America and burned our national
capitol. We have been told daily for
the last 40 years about German
wars, but our news people and our
politicians never discuss such
things . When we rushed to
Britain's aid in World War II, the
result was a gift of a third of
Europe to Russia, and the subsequent expenditure qf trillions of
dollars to defend what is left from
the opponent, Russia, that we
made stronger. Has any news man
or congressman ever spoken out
ohthese things? If so, the writer
has not heard or read about it.
O. L. Brannaman

Meyer Refused

To Chair
. Committee

Dear Editor:
J Hulsey-Mazur has told me
that he would like to make UMSL
an attraction for the St. Louis gay
community. Hilary Shelton has
said his idea for a fundi1.lg allocation for the Gay and Lesbian Student Union was $800 to $1,000.
The GLSU received $900 , a 10fold increase from last year.
After pleading with Hilary to
resist the expansion of the GLSU
he said "No, that's discrimination." We have already seen a gay
. awareness weekend telling you
to wear jeans if you're gay. Do
you like to wear jeans? Or better
yet, do you like to be
manipulated?
Gay organizations love to
manipulate.
A
religious
organization I receive mail from
has reported getting obscene
phone calls at thier church from
gays and gays mocking the
crucifixion of Jesus and making
out at a Baptist preacher's
sermon.
Can you imagine 1,000 people
of the St. Louis area population in
the Summit for a gay celebration? More than 1: 1,000 of UMSL
community members are gay.
Hilary , Shelton has nothing
against the expansion of the gay
comunity at UMSL. This letter is
designed to resist the growth of
the GLSU. lurge tliose of us who
are disgusted by homosexuality
to separate the sin from the sinner and not to resort to "queer
bashing."

Sincerely,
David L. Williams

Editors Titled

Dear Editor:
If Ken Meyer is so concerned

about parking problems, why did he
refuse to accept the chairmanship
of the Student Campaign for Fair
Parking offered him by Greg
Barnes, saying he was "too busy"?
If he's such an expert on
bookstore problems, why did he
issue a platform statement implying outside corporations were in
charge when the store is universityrun?
1£ Kevin Lacostelo is so interested
in Student Association, why was he
expelled from the Assembly for lack
of attendance? And why, as Legislative Affairs Committee chair, didn't
he call a single meeting all year?
When I vote Monday and Tuesday,
rm castingmy ballot for two proven
leaders who work as much as they
talk: Hilary Shelton and Tom
Bommarito.
Sincerely,
Denice A. Banks

His Recent
Letter
Dear Editor
. Can I, in"the space of one letter,·
voice four gripes and one recommendation? I can try.
The first two gripes concern
my letter to the editor of some
two weeks · ago, · faulting . the
Meyer~Lacostelo
"Nicaragua"
flyer for tilting truth to their
advantage. The editors, not I,
entitledit " SA trips defended by
Bercker". I did no such thing. I
claimed that the issue should be
to focus on whether or not the
trips were justified, and claimed
that Nicaragua, in this respect
was irrelevant. I ,myself have
grave doubS.s that the trips were
justified. So the Current'missed
my intent completely.
.
Secondly, my letter-was cut ·not by' ~uch, butby enough That.
.•

~

r

,~.

.

my argument seemed to limp and
stagger in places. But no
matter . .
My third gripe is a bit more
substantive than that. Irs about
the much vaunted LTD trip; the
so called Leadership training
and development retreat. I wish
to argye that it is a treat to an
elite few , subsidized by the rest
of us, the masses , to the tune of
$5,000 or more,
H is a subsidized vacation, a
pleasure
trip,
the
sale
beneficiaries of whi ch are just
those who go. As such, we, the
students , should protest and
demand that it be cancelled until
proper accounting of its benefit
to the students can be made clear
and beyond doubt.
Note how few people went last
year, when it was a one day affair,
near campus, and not on some far
away and exotic place. That
should tell us what really counts
for these so-called leaders . Can
they argue that only at the Ozarks
can they effectively learn to
communicate verbally, and only
at the Ozarks that they call.
"become . familiar with the ·
various organizations at UMSL" ,
or lear to "network"? It seems to
me that an inexpensive handbook
can do just as well here.
I've no doubt they will learn
valuable skills. But valuable for
whom? For us, or for their oWn
ends? I submit that they are
learning valuable skills at our
expense, but for their own
private ends. It will enhance
their marketibility on the outside, and it will look good on their
resume. But we, the students,
shall have paid for th·e ir training,
as well . as their ancillary
vacation.
And how has this inequity
come about? Quite simple. The
people who have put the budget
together, and th e people who
approve the budget are the same
people who will go on this trip,·
(or who have gone in the past) .
This is one of many places our
student activity fee goes. And we
seem to have no choice in the
. matter.
My fourth gripe is a small one.
Where was the Current during
the
Meyer-Shelton
debate?
'Enquiring minds want to know.
End of gripe four.
Finally, my recommendation
is as follows. Despite my
vociferous moral indignation
contra
Meyer-Lacostelo's
"Nicaragua flyer, I would urge
that people vote for Meyer for
president, and Tom Bommartio
for vice-president. Yes Virginia,
this is a split ticket. But I recom,mend this action . on the
following basis. "
I have become convinced that
the present administration has
shown signs of occasional incompeteilc'e · in its' spending pattern,
,
has' shown
4 and,
. . what is worse,
.
See "Letters," page 5
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The Current welcomes all letters
to the editor. The writer's student
number and phone number must
be included Non-students also
must sign their letters, but only·
need to add their phone number.
Letters should be not more than
two typed pages in length.
No unsigned letters will be
published. Names for published
letters will be withheld upon request, but letters with which the
writer's 'name is published will
receive first preference. .
. Responsibility for letters to the
editor belongs to the individual
writer. The Current is n'ot respons~
ble for controversial material in the
letters, but maintains the right to
·refuse pUblication of letters judged
by the editorial staff to be in poor
tasta No lette.rs with libelous
material will be published Letters
may be edited'for space limitations.
Letters may be dropped off at
the Current offices, 1 Blue Metal
Office Building, or the University
Center Information Desk. They
may also be mailed to Letters to
the Editor, Curren~ 1 Blue Metal
Building, 8001 Natural Bridge
I Office
R~9,St Louis, Mo. 63121.
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Letters
page 4,
_
of being especially partial to
national ' issues at the expense of
local c(liicernS iiLhorP.e. . • . ..
F~om

!r.om·,repres,enting.our inter~st, Mt:, ,, .-'1J19u:!d,-,ba~e,..o~t;-,th~ti..~et"su.-<;h ..st.udent representation at the cam-

whether one rabid stUdents could
Shelton has pursued ave~ues that
that, if they shoul" win, a system of pus level to financi.3l aid and oth-er ioiii with ' others to make a difmay have well garnished him im·
checks and balances would be in educational program cuts and man- . ference. I founded the · UMSL
registration . in Students for Action and ran for this'
' portant contacts in Washington in ~ place that would gurantee that all datory . draft
peacetime at the federal level: At job. I didn't win the first time and the '
the service . of his own career goals
inter~sts are equitably served.
.
Sincerely the state level, we faced withholding job was fraught with frustration
'4' M(mjov!!r~ they. have chosen the ' at our expense.
Pasc~ Bercker of appropriated funds for this
once I did win it, but believe me I
'more "glamorous" avenues of
. dnstitution and others.
have no regrets.
action., such as trips and expensive '
I detect, on the other hand, a
, Th'ese developm'ents were in
Together we have mobilized
hotels in order to speak to I\ational willingnes's in Mr Meyer to work the
stark contrast to the gains made by grass-roots campaigns to fight off
trenches .here at borne, whilepursufigures
·like . senators . and
.. an earlier · generation of college
cuts in student seats in the Univer-·
Ucongreemen.
•ing many of the same goals. And Mr.
students in the previous decades
sity Senate, to prevent the UMSLI have begun to believe that far ' . Bommarito, from the other Side,
through intense activism. Students
Harris Stowe merger proposal that
. .t .
of. the sixties and seventies, tqreatened our future as a state
althougl< naive about some things
university, and won the divestment
and wrong about others, made counof over $5 million in university ties
Dear EdUQf: tless ' contributions to the better- to South Africa. We' ve helped to,
"/ v .....1".
influence the restoration of proAfterthree'Years. of intensive's't umellt .of society and the humnait~ ~f
. . •. .
posed cuts in federal financial aid
dent"a.ctivisfll
(the)
ast
two
a$
Stu
__
~·:,I~dlVldua~s. T?ere would be no CIVIl
"
by targeting Sen, Danforth' s pivotal
.(ienLAssociatio-R president), I want ·· n~ts legIslatIOn on the books today
vote. We'v e finally won a student
. to pupliCly thank ·.all of those who ' . wIthout students. There would be no
curator after a decade of effort.
. cQ.ntributed to the many successes . envIronmental legislatIOn. There
We offera··free Bible and Correspondence
(andaccaslollal fai-!utes) we have .' wquldbe little or no consumer We've rais~d money to feed - the
hungry and we've taken the first
'. acheived tog~her,. I also want to ., legislation without students. And,
cours~toall students. Free postage. '
step towards bringing a strong stu$iv.e ·the benj!fit of my experience ' - rightly or wro~gly, .students for~ed
. Write to: Project Philip- College Campus
dent legislative capacity to UMSL
. with all fourol the.major candi~ates '., an end to Amencan lllvolvement In a
. P.O. Box 1.1301, Clayton P.o.
through
MoPIRG
and · other
for Student Kisocliition officeto 'the
war halfway around the globe that
Sf. ~oyis, MO 63105
.!
voters who' will -choose mystic:' had been supported by both political ·a ffiliations .
We've saved thousands of dollars
~;;::::=========:;:;:;;====:::=:::==:::====:::::;;:;;:::;:::;;;;;lWLJce;;sor this Monday. and TuesdAy . . '-' parties for a decade.
by . negotiating
an
academic
I began my ~ involvement · con:
I grew up looking .forward to the
' vinced that the well-publicized day when I could take my place on "buyout" of heretofore student
activity-funde.d programs in theater
I
apathy of this generation of college _, . the ~oral and ethical battlelines for
students was undermining our inte- a .bnghter future and a better world . and forensics , in the process helping build a. debate program that
rests at every level of the dedsion-I;3y . th.e '. time 1 got to college,
finished in the top five ' at
making process; fromcutllaCKS jn, however, the tide had turned and
nationals .
program and co~rse' offetings and
apathy was chic. After several years
.!Bii.JJ§owiu e!Bt.l.d..uma.uh.
. ,
- ' , . ,.
,
of frustration. ' ] decided to see
We' ve blocked two activity fee '
. ~~thzu
§,ili.
.'
increases and held a third down to 10
percent (versus - the 50 percent
e l!.ompf£u Llni;
C!uxulo~
increase originally proposed).
'
We've worked with other student
guvernments and won a new policy
on student lees that will hold future
FREf ~snNG & COUN!),ELlNG: TUES.THRU SAT
tuition increases to . roughly the
117,30 CWo'Jfotwant
.
• -t:... . .'.A~ion S~rvcies ~ .· Tuba! ·.Sterilizatiori .
level of inflation. (Our fees have
/{),.. cJlJf.Mel. .;VoUI.~
.. :;'. ', . CommuflitvEd()Cali!ln 'Programs .'
doubled in the six years prior to
"' "~ • ."licens,4jid•• N6n~ Pr<i'iJ ,. BOard certified Doct6r~ . .
this policy.)
,.
9 21.• 3370
..,_. . --!.....
·. ·Twolocations ··
.
We've left more than 90 percent of
,,
.L.a.tfjut ~L[Lction.· [fn Clfu cfI-ua •. ,
student organizations in better
. . . ..
•
financial shape than we found them.
The Student Association budget,
however, is less today than it was
when we began to influence
bedgetary allocations three years
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo~~~~~~)OOooooooo ago (even after next year' s increase)
and a much smaller perentage is
consumed in salaries.
In short, we've proven that
students can and do make a difference when they act on their
.. .
...
. ..
values and in defense of their
interests .
Yet much remains to be done
before we can claim victory in our
in cooperation with , .• , ~~ ......
goal of igniting the " new era of carri('
pus activism" I called for back in
J
1983. National and state student lobbies have to be strengthened,
students registered to vote so that
they will have influence, and the
consciousness ' of more rank· andfile students raised on both the
..
r
.
threats to our interests and the exis.,
tence of viable means of fighting
them.
SUPPORTED BY DEL TA ZETA &. TAU KAPPA EPSfLON
The Student Assembly is now better informed, more articulate, and
more pluralistic than at any other
time in my five years at UMSL.
~igns
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However, it needs strong a strong .
leader with the ability to give its
decisions impact at higher levels qf ·
the .bureaucracy (both campus and
supra-campus) and the conciliation
's kills to heal the periodio bouts of
(letty factionalism that have historically "plagued th~ student
movement.
The unity ticket headed by Hilary
Shleton and Tom Bommarito fits the
bill perfectly . . Shelton and Bommarito have the added virtue of
being the two hardest workers in the'
Student Association. They will unite
b'l ack and white students, returning
and traditional students,' exhibit
special sensitivity to the needs of
working women on · campus, . and
generally expand the scope and
effectiveness of student power at
every level. They'll set trends - not
just follow them.

I have worked with Hilary Shelton
and Tom Bommarito for the better
part of two years and know their
abilities well. I have also worked
with Ken Meyer and Kevin Lacostelo on this year's executive
committee.
Unfortunately ,
am ' not
impressed with Meyer and Lacostelo's commitment. They have not
put in 1/ 100 the hours of Shelton and
Bommarito. They exress opinions
and seek titles, but diappear when
there's work to be done and eschew .
positions . of responsibility that
would allow then to 'realize the goals
for the organization they profess to .'
seek. Both have been voices of dis- .'
cord and opportunism that have
fanned the flames of conflict rather- :
than coperate with efforts to,;
acbeive
compromise,
mutual.
unaerstanding, and student unity. Their
publicity
has
been ~
deliberately misleading. They do --:
not know the system nearly as well !
and would be unlikely to acheive- '
their objectives.
I therfore strongly urge the stu- dent body to choose Hilary Shelton·'·
as my successor on Monday and , "
Tuesday, and Tom Bommarito his .•
Vice-president. I endorse the UMSL', ,_
Students for Action assembly slate ..
which includes quality, committed '
candidates who will get the job '
done. '
"
Finall y, I thank the Current for
several
years
of
interesting
coverage (both fictional and . nofictional) . I have not forgotten the
two-and-o ne-half years of highly
favorable coverage that preceded
the recent dis information caITUJaign
in which, in my opinion, you acted as
willing dupes by writing what yo u
were told whether you had cove red
the story or not. Those who hav.e
known m e and' witnessed my work
over a period of years know that I am
~ot what your p ages have recently
tried to represent me to be .
Gratefully,
Greg Barnes

SUMME R STORAGE

* SpeCial
Student Rates *
*
* 24 Hr. Access
Location *
* Converuent
OLIVE·IN NERBELT
SELF STORAGE
993·83 5 5

Now Available at Mercantile Bank

UMSL Students with Ld, $2.00

BOlo-

UMSL Faculty / Staff $300
Others $4.00

·1
I

_

Annual

Percentage

Rate

Fixed Rate
Student
Loans

Tickets goon sale Monday,
April 14, 1986 in room
250 of the U. Center.

for more information, '
call: 553-5865

Mercantile bank is now offering low-interest , fixed-rate student loans through the Missouri Guaranteed Student Loan
Program . These loans are available to qualified students to
help pay for their college education. Undergraduates at most
two and four year colleges can:
• Borrow up to $12,500 . . . with a maximum of $2,500 per
year,

5:00-8:00 p.m.

7:45 p.m.

Dinner Special at Great Scott! for adva'n ceticket holders-

• Graduate students can borrow up to $25,000 . .. with a
maximum of $5,000 yearly,

Buy 1 sandwich/bUrge'r,and rece'ivethe 2 nd FREE.

• Monthly payments are affordable because of the 5-10
year payback plan, and,
• Best of all, loan payments don 't start until 6 months
after graduation!

, .
Summit Lounge opens, Mocktails. ,served.

.~

,

8:15p.m.

MARTY BEAR·tn'-!sical

10:30 pm

Grab a drinkat Great

.

'

Now is the time for the student in your family to take advantage of this low-rate, long-term student loan. Don't hesitate,
return the postage-paid card inserted in this publication or
call the Student Loan Coordinator at your nearest Mercantile
bank today for more information. Put the resources of
Mercantile to work for you.

variety tict

Scott with Marty Bearafterthe show. .

Sponsored by the .

.

U niversityProgr§,tn, Board
....

M:iRCAnTIL:

BArK
----

university
progr~m

board

Member FDIC

;

The resourceful bank
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,Barnett
- from page 1
educational institutions, especially
- those in urban areas'," Barnett
said.
. She said that land-grant universities, such as UMSL, have a mission comprised of five foctors.
Her outline of this mission is as
follows:
•
To provide education for
students in technical, scentific and
other fields directly related to
economic development.
• To provide opportunities for

students to obtain a quality university education.
• To contribute to scientific and
technical development by maintaining first-class theoretical- and
applied research programs.
• To work with business , labor
and industry to further the transfer
of knowledge and new product
development.
• To prepare students for full
participation in a democratic
society.
" These observations are a serious
menu," she said. "The problems
educators
face
in
preparing

.. UMSL has a superb faculty
students for the next century are ·
which I know join me in a firm comdaunting."
Her remarks concerning UMSL's mitment to excell e nce and to
future were highlighted by three quality," she said.
The second pledge was to be a
pledges she made to the St. LouiE
"good neighbor" to the St. Louis
community.
Her first pledge was to continue community.
"We will work in partnership with
the pursuit of excellence at UMSL.

to

There is a movie
that you s--ould s e
even before you
should see it.

Tutu
from page 1
uncanny knack of being on the wrong
side in most international affairs,"
she said. But she noted that the
American
government
acknowledges its mistakes and .takes
steps to correct its errors, while the
South African government denies
the magnitude of its human rights
problem.
According to Tutu, the govern·,ment blames the current unrest on
the
press
and
Communist
agitators.
"We need no cameramen to tell us
we're angry," she said. " It takes no
agitators to show us that we are
oppressed." _ .
Tutu : 22, is a senior at Howard
University in Washington majoring
in electrical engineering.
The rally was sponsored by the St.
Louis Coalition Against Apartheid,
'the University Program Board, the

tine' an e xample of a humanorganization func t io ning a t huma.n
scale." "Sile said .
Barnett conci uded he r remarks
by asking the SL Loui s co mmunity
jo in with its publ ic univer sity to
in:;UI'€ a positi\'e futu re for St .
Louis .

the public schools, business , ot her
a cademic instituions.gove r nm ent.
labor and civic groups."
Her third pledge was .to m ake
UMSL an example of the be st in
urban higher edu cation
" We at UMSL will r ecognize t he
importance in our in stitution of se t-

.

"About Last Night. .:'
will not be released until
July 2, but we wanted you to see it
before sChool letsout. That's why we're
showing you what is really a "work in
progress': which in this case means that
the sound, the music and the color are
not quite in afinal state.

Mpbo Tutu
UMSL Student Association and the
Associated Black Collegians.

Obviously, we're proud of
"About Last Night..:,
or we wouldn't be this anxious
for you to see it.

"
about
,
last

It's about commitment.
It's about humor. It's about sex.
It's about emotion. It's about friendship.
It's" about last nig ht..."

ru
- eght
"
eee

,.:

TRI -STAR PICTURES PRESENTS AN ARNOLD STIEFEL AND BREDiOKEN PRODUCTIO A EDWARD ZWICK FILM
ROB LOWE "ABOUT LAST NIGHT:' DEMI MOORE
JIM BELUSHI ELIZABETH PERKINS Executive Producer ARNOLD STIEFEL
. ('
Original Music Score by MilES GOODMAN Music Supervised by BO ES HOWE
I II I
Editor HARRY KERAMIDAS Production Designer IDA RANDOM Director of Photography ANDREW DINTENFASS
'\f}',
Based upon " Sexual Perversity in Chicago" by DAVID MAMET Screenplay by TIM KAZURINSKY & DENISEDeCLUE
[l]"'L~
""
"..=r;""'
=. ... Il E I. " If' Produced by JASON BRED and STUART OKEN Directed by EDWARD ZWICK ~ T~' -T~' .;:= , : ~ : ~

n

=r

7151 Natural Brirlge Road

Member FDIC

(314) 383-5555

I'l t I' , ....

ROB LOWE
OEMI MOORE JIM BELUSHI ELIZABETHPERKINS

NORMANDY BANK

St. Louis, Missouri 63121

.: 1986 Tri-Star Pictures. tnc All R.gh::; Re::e"Ve<l

FREE SCREENING

s1~Y I~LE I
l3ANI( . .
' - .- - /

~

SHAD Y OAKS THEATRE

FORSYTHE & HANLEY
sponso red by
FILM BOARD OF WASHI NGTO N UNIVERSITY
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 30
WASHINGTO N UN IVERS ITY, 8T. LOUIS
Tickets are required Tickets available April 25. 26 & 27 at
7:30 PM
the Movies, Brown Hall, Washington University.
_______________________________________________________________________
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1986-87
,
116 S. Aorissant Rd. ' Ferguson, M O 63135

The Current will
publish its fourth
annual Campus

Survival Guide on
Aug. 14, 1986.
This special issue
allows your business, student group,
. or department to
advertise to incoming stUdents as well
as many returning
students, reminding
them about your activities and
services.
The deadline for
student groups,
faculty and staff to
submit information
for the orientation
~ issue is June 30,

:;'1986.
,~
~

. The advertising
deadline for the
issue will be Aug.

11, 1986.
Call for 553-5174
( for more inform a{ tion about the
I~

1966-87 Current.

[

@REDKEN

WE FEAT URE
HAIR
AND SKIN CARE PROD UCT S

BRING A FRIEN'O
.&

SAVE
--- -- -- - - - - --. ---- ----.
When you present one of the following Coupons.

-- ----SHAMPOO AND SET
or
HAIRCUT
ONE FOR $3.50 or
TWO FOR $5.00'
Regula r ly s:.4 50 each . Limit 1 coupon
per viSit N o t valid on Sat
Expi res 5 '2 / 86

--------

- -- - -

EARN EXTRA INCOME

PERMANENT WAVE OR
CURL
$5 .00 OFF! OR BRING
A FRIEND AND BOTH
RECEIVE $7 .50 OFF!

OF THE REGULAR PR ICE OF YOUR
PERM OR C U RL
INCLUDES CUTAND STYLE'
Not valid on Sat Expires 5'2 / 86
Limit 1 coupon per VISI!.

--- - ---

NAIL TIPS
$12.50 FOR ONE, BRING
A FRIEND AND GET
TWO FOR $22.50

HAIR RELAXER
ONLY $16.50! OR
BRING A FRIEND AND
GET TWO FOR $28.00

Save S8 00 Limit 1 coupon per visit
Not valid on Sat. Expires 5/2/86

INCLUDES CUT. CONDITION AND STYLE.
Not valid on Sat. Expires 5 / 2 / 86 .
Limit 1 coupon per visit

-- --- ....-- ------All wol1< performed by students.

• Day & EveW1ing Cl asses
• Job Pla c ement Ass ist ance
Send for o ur c omplimentar y broch u re.
Name ___________________
Address, Zi p _____________~_
Phone _ ________________-:--___

w

f
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library times--- muslc------ important dates•

.-

• The following is the schedule forthe Thomas Jefferson Library over
t~e summer months. For further information call the library at 5535057 .
'

'" Intersession:

•

April29
Last day of classes .

•

April 30 and May 1
Intensive Study Days; No
Classes
or Exam inations
Schedu le d

May 1 0 to June 8
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Closed
1 p.m. to 8 p.m.

M on day, Thursday and Friday
Tuesday and Wednesday
JlSaturday
Sunday
Summer Session: June 9 to August 1

"Monday through Thursday

8 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Friday
Saturday
., Sunday

8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Closed
1 p.m. to 8 p.m .

8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

The library will also be closed between semesters on May 10 and 11,
for Memoria l Day on May 24 to 26, and for Independence Day on
<;.July 4 and 5.

final s - - - - • The following is a schedule of the upcoming winter final exa ms.
Students who have more than one exa m scheduled during the same
.Ime peri o d s hould consult their with instructors im med iately.
Exams Designated By Course
jilBiology 1, all sections
Business 140. all sections
French 1,2, ali sections
(3erman 1,2, all sections
Spanish 1,2, al l sec tions
-lEconomics 52, all sec tions
English 10, all sections
Econom ics 51, all sections
Mathem ati cs 02, 30 , 40, 50,80,101,102,
.Jo
151,175, 201, all sections

May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May

2,7:45-9:45 a.m.
2, 10 a.m.-12 p.m.
2,12:30-2 :30 p.m.
2, 12:30-2:30 p.m.
2, 12 :3 0-2:30 p.m.
2,2:45-4:45 p.m.
5, 7:45-9:45 a.m.
5, 10 a.m.-12 p.m
5,2 :4 5-5 :45 pm

Continuing Education-Extension
Exams Designated By Time
f

Kathleen Lenski

P eter Rejto

Closed

Bio logy 114
B iology 116
Chemistry 01

May 5, 1 2: 05 -2:05 p.m .
May 8, 8- 10 a.m.
May 9,12:30-2:30 p.m.
Day Exams Designated By Time

Regular Class Meeting Time:
May 5,12 :30-2 :3 0 p.m.
May 5,12:30-2:30 p.m.

..1 1 p.m. TR
11 :20 p.m. TR

9 a.m . TR
30 a.m. TR
9 a.m. M, W, F, MW, MF, MWF, Daily
9:20 a.m. M, W F, MW MF, MWF, Daily
9:30 a.m. M, W, F, MW, MF, MWF, Daily
2 p.m. TR
'13 p.m. TR
3:30 p.m. TR

May 6. 7:45-9:45 a.m.
May 6,7:45-9:45 a.m.
May 6,10 a.m.- 12 p.m.
May6, 10 a.m.-12 p.m.
May 6,10 a.m.-12 p.m.
May 6, 12:30-2:30 p.m.
May 6, 2:45-4:45 p.m.
May 6, 2:45-4:45 p.m.

• The Northridge Trio will pe rform piano trios by Haydn and
Dvo rak in a recital on Tuesday,
Apr il 29, at 8 p.m. in the J.e. Penney Auditorium. The recital is the
last regular offering of the
seaso n in the UMSL "Premiere
Performances" concert series.
There will also be a free preco ncert lecture at 7 p.m. in Room
78 J.C. Penney Buildin g.
The
members
of
the
Northridge
Trio-Francois e
Regn at · on piano; Kathleen
Len ski on violin; and Pet er Rejt o
on cello-will play the Haydn Trio
in A M ajor, Hob. XV No. 18, and
Dvorak's Trio in E Min o r, Opus
90, the "Dumky." In addition,
Rejtoand Regnat w ill perform
Brahms Sonata No.1 in E Min o r
for Cello and Pian o, and Lenski
and Regnat will pla y the Sonata
fo r
Violin
and
Pi ano
by
Debussy.
Franco ise Regnal. a graduate
of the
Pa ri s Conservatory,
studied with Gyorgy Sebok at
Indiana University where she
receive d an Artists' Dipl oma and
the Performer's Cert ificate. She
made her New York recital debut
as a result of winnin g the Young
Concert Artists International
Auditions. Sin c e th en , s he has
appeared througho ut t he coun try as a recita list and as so loist
with symphony and cha mbe r
orchestras, in clu ding a performance in th e St. Lou is Sym p hony' s
' Littl e Symphony" se riRs
Kath lee n Lenski has been
appearin g on th e concert stage
since she was t hre e. A perfo rmin g m ember of t he first H eifitz
M ast er C lass, sl~<..: ;;Jradua ted
from Jui llard w here she won the
Naumbe rg and Fr itz t~re i sler
awards.

Francoise Regna t
Active in reci ta ls and chamber
music, sh e tours and records
with the M us ica l Offering Baroque Ens e mbl e. Li ke Regn at, she
is a professor of m usic at Cal iforni a State Un iversity, Northri dge
Pet er Rejto, as a t ourin g artist
wit h th e C ultura l Prese nt ations
Divis io n of the United States
Communications Agency, was
t he first American c e lli st to to ur
Bu lgar ia. His mu sic has t aken
him to England, Switzerl and,
Ital y, Venezu el a and H on g
Kong.
Rejto has also served as artistin -residence for the As soci at ion
of California Symph ony Orch est ra and the Mich iga n Arts Cou ncil. Re jto is an associate
p rofessor of cello at California
State University. Northridge.
Adm ission to the concert is S3
for students. S5 for faculty an d
stati. and S7 for the genera l
public. Tickets may be ordere d
by calling 553-5536. weekdays
between 8 a.m. and 3 p.m.

May 7, 7:45-9:45 p.m.
M ay 7,7:45-9:45 p.m.
May7 , 10 a.m.- 12 p.m.
May 7, 10 a.m.-12 p.m.
May 7 , 12:30-2 :30 p.m.
May 7, 12:30-2:30 p.m.
May 7,2:45-4:45 p.m .
May 7,2:45-4:45 p.m.
May 7,2:45-4:45 p.m.

•

June 6
Intersession Classes End

May2
Fin als Exams Begin

•

June 9
Summer Session Begins

•

May9
Winter Semester Ends

•

•

May 11
Spring Commencement

June11
.
Last Day Any Graduate
Student May Enroll for
Summer Session

•
•

May 12
Intersessi o n Registration

June13
Last Day Any Undergraduate
Student
May
Enroll
for
Summer Session .

•

May 13
Interse ssion Class es Begin

•

June 20
Last Day Any Student May
Drop a Summer Course
Without Receiving a Grade;
Last Day Any Student May '
Place
a
Course . · on
Satisfactory/ Unsatisfactory
for Summer Session

•

July4
.
Independence Day Holiday

•

July 18
Last Day Any Student May
Drop a Summer Session
. Course

•

May 14
Last Day Any Stude nt May
Enroll for Intersess ion

•

May 19
Last Day An y Student May
Drop a Course Without
Receiving
a
Grade
for
Intersessi o n; Last Day Any
Student May Place a Course
on
Satisfactory/
Unsatisfactory
for
I ntersession

•

May26
Memorial Day Holiday

•

July 30 and 31
Final Exam Days

•

June2
Last Day Any Student May
Drop an In t ersession Course

•

August 3
Summer Commen ce ment

•

~omlng Up~-~:
formances are planned for the
Old Courthouse, directly across
from the Arch.
Printed
time
schedules
marked with sessions for the
hearing impaired will be available at the Festival. Advance
copies of the schedule are also
available by calling the Continue
ing Education-Extension at 553':'
5961 . . Also, special outreach
locations are scheduled at hospita ls, detention homes, homes
for sen iors plus others for persons unable to attend the ses"
sion at the Arch.
.
The St. Louis Storytell ing Festival is sponsored by the Con-,
tinuing Education-Extension
in cooperation with the Jefferson
national Expansion Memorial
National Historic Site.
.
All storytelling events are.open:
to the public and free of charge_
For further information, calf553- .
5961.

• '''How to be an Informed
Patient" will be the topic of the
last Saturday Morning Health
Talk, sponsored by the UMSL
W ell ness Network. The discussion will begin at1 0 a.m., April26 ,
in Room 218 Mark Twain Building. Jeanie Edwards, of Mobile
Consumer Education at St. Louis
Co mmunity College, will be the
featured s peakers. Admission is
free. For more information, call
553-5220.
• . The
UMSL
University
S ingers will present the " UMSL
H igh Sch.ool Choral Festival"
at 1 p,m., April28 , in the J.e. Penney Auditorium. Admission is
fr ee. For m ore information, call
553-5980.

.courses-----

• " Dustand Rainbows: ACel'ebration of Stories" will be the
theme of the Seventh Annual
' 20 a.m. M, W, F, MW MF, MWF, Daily
S torytelling Festival, Thursday
11 a. m. M, W, F, MW, MF, MWF, Dail y
• Courses offered by the UMS L C onti nuing Educatio n- Exten sion through Sunday, M ay 1 'through
11 :20 a.m. M, W, F, MW, MF, MWF, Daily
are held in the J.C. Penn ey Build ing unless otherwi se not ed. For more May 4, at the Gateway Arch. ·
12 p m. M, W, F, MW, MF, MWF, Daily
Storytelling
sessions
are
informat ion on any of the classe s, ca\l553 - 596 1.
12: 20 p.m. M, W, F, MW, MF, MWF, Daily
scheduled from 10 a.m. tei 2:4;5
. p.m. M, W, F, MW, MF, MWF, Daily
p.m. on Thursday and Friday and
LOTUS 1 -2 -3
Professional Develo pm ent for
3:30 pm. M, W, F. MW, MF, MWF, Daily
fro m 11 a.m. to 4:45 p.m. on
Thursda
ys,
May
1
through
22,
Secreta
ries
4 p.m. M, W, F, MW, MF
Saturday and Sunday. There will
from 6:30 to 9 :3 0 p. m. Th is
Wednesd ay, Ap ril 30, fr om 9 am.
be a special evening performto
4
p.m.
at
the
Clar'io
n
Hote
l
(200
course
will
introduce
L
OT
US
1May 8, 7:45-9:45 p.m.
•il a.m. TR
ance beginning at 7 p.m. on
appl
ications
in
account2-3
tor
S.
4th
St.)
May
8,
10
a.m.
to
12
p.m
.
10 am. TR
Saturday in the Arch Auditorium
ing,
budgeting,
expe nse
Thi s section . " The Secretary as
May 8,12:30-2 :3 0 pm.
112 p.m. TR
fea turing the storytellers. It will
tracking, Wh at· il an alySi s an d
Manager," will help parti cipan ts
May 8,12:30"2:30 p.m.
1,2:30 p.m. TR
be followed by traditional danc- '
other applica tion s.
establish realistic objecti ves and
May 8,2:45-4:45 p.m.
1 p.m. TR
Regist ra t io n Fee: $95
ing at 8:30 p.m. in the Arch
lea rn how to accomplish th ese
lob by.
t h ro ugh othe rs.
May 9, 7:4 5-9: 45 p.m
4 p.m. TR
Registration Fee: $ 14 5
Storytelli ng
sessions . are
May 9,10 a.m.-12 p.m.
Writin g for Publication an d
10 am. M, W, F, MW, MF MWF, Dai ly
sc
h'e
duled
at
various
loca tions
May
9,
10
a.
m.-12
p.m.
Pay
10:20 a.m. M, W, F, MW, MF, MWF, Daily
wit hin -t he Arch and Museum of
May 9,12:30-2:30 p.m.
Sat urday, May 17, fwm 9 a. m.
p. m. M, W, F, MW, MF, MWF, Daily
Westward Ex pansion-at the
May 9,2:45-4:45 p.m.
to
2 p.m. M, W, F, MW, MF, MWF, Daily
Projecting the Image of the
Covered Wagon, the Wood River
May
9,2
:4
5-4
:4
5
p.m.
Th is co urs e w ill teach students
2:30 p.m . M, W, F, MW, MF, MWF, Daily
Nurse Into the 1990's
Photo, the Pilot's Wheel, the
how
to
sel
l
arti
cles
as
well
as
ficWednesd ay, Ap ril 30, from 9 am.
Chuckwagon
Ex hibit and the
Evening College and Graduate School
tion and no nf ic tio n bo o ks.
to 4:30 p.m.
Dust Bow l Photo. Additional perRe gi st rati o n Fee: $65
Thi s workshop will acquai nt parMay 5, 6:30-8:30 p.m.
M
ticpants w ill the projected tr ends
May 5, 6:30 c 8:30 p.m.
in
nursing
service
and
M
St.
Elderhostef:
Louis
May 5, 6:30-8:30 p.m.
M, MW, MWR
education.
Rena iss ance
Registration Fee: $55
Sunda y t hrou gh S at urd ay. M ay
May 6,5:30-7:30 p.m.
18
throu gh 2 4.
May 6,5:30-7:30 p.m.
El derh oste l is an innovative
Weekend Nature Photography
May 6,5:30-7:30 p.m.
educati on and trav el program fo r
Workshop
May 6,7:45-9:45 p.m.
pers o ns 60 and over. Th is
Saturd ay and Sunday, M ay 17
• Material for "around UMSL"
May 6,7:45-9:45 p.m.
spring's program is' a stud y of the
and 18, from 9 a.m. t o 5 p.m. on
has bee n submitted by va rious
renaissanc e in art, arch itecture
Satuday and 9 a.m. to 4 p.m . on
gro ups and .Jrg anizations on a
May 7, 5:30-7:30 p.m.
4:4 5 p.m. W, MW
and busin ess in Sf. Louis. The
Sunday at the Per e Marquette
weekly basis throughout the
May
7,5:30-7:30
p.m.
:30 pm. W, MW, MWR
courSe will loo k at indivi d ual
State Park, Grafton, IlL
yea r. The Cu rrent wou ld like to
May 7, 5 :30-7 :30 p.m.
:.3 0 p.m. MW
reno 'ation projects, such as
Half of each day w ill be spen t in a
thank these people fo r organizMay
7,7:45'9:45
pm.
6 :55 p.m. W
Unio n Stat io n and t he Fox
sli de/ lec ture presentation and
ing
and
sponsoring
the
May 7,7:45-9:45 p.m.
8:20 p.m. MW, MWR
Theatre,
and
la rge-sca le
the other ha lf photographing in
numerous events that have
the field. Topics covered will
neighborho od
ac hi ev e me nts.
taken place dUring the faJI and
May 8,6:30-8:30 p.m.
in cl ude exposu re. focus. filters ,
Also, a disc ussion on th e Saint
winter semesters. The Current is
May 8, 6:30-8 :30 pm.
Lou is Symp hon y Orche st ra and
flash, c lothing fo r outdoor
proud to have been able to make
May 8, 6 :30 8:30 p.m.
photography and iots of h ints
its g rowth in to an o rch es t ra of
the community aware of what
and pointers.
world re n own will be p resented
has been · going on around
mal exams for Sat urday classes will be given on Saturday, M ay 4.
Re gistration Fee: $195
Registration Fee: $85
UMSL

8 a.m. M, W, F, MW, MF, MWF, Dail y

June4and5
Registration for Eight-Week
Summer Session from
.
8 :30 a.m. to 8 p.m .

•

Saturday, August 2 to Sunday, August 24
Monday through Friday
"'Saturday and Sunday

•

• . "The Death of Industrial .
and
Urban Fiscal
Crises: Western Europe and
the U.S." will be the subject of
an
upcoming
International
Seminar, from 1 :15 to 2-:45 p.m.,
May 13, in the McDonnell Conference Room, 331 SSB. Guest
speaker will be Kenneth Newton,
professor and head of the
Department' of Political Science
and Social Policy at the University of Dundee in Scotland. Newton is.the author a several books
on urban government and
politics. Most recently, he coauthored " The Politics of Local
Ex penditure."
Student
are
welcome to the lecture and refreshments will be served.
Citi~s ,

calendar
•

requlrements- -

LSAT
Pre paration Course

GMAT, LSA ,
MCAT, OAT,
GRE,OCAT
8420 Delmar, Suite 301
ST. LOUIS, MO. 63124-2109
(314) 997-7791

M CL.AUGHL.IN
3655 Lu c as and Hun! Rd.

Suite 218

relJl e:stllle, Inc .
Sf. Louis . Mo . 63121

Saturdays, Ma y 17 - Jun e 14
10 a.m. - noon
University of Missouri-St. LO Uis
J. C. Penney Buil di ng
This five - week course is designed to help prepare students for
the Law School Admission Tes t which will be given on Jun e 16 ,
1986. Fee for the course is S7 5 (in clu des park ing and cou r se
m ate ri a ls) .

:r.

_ II

For information : Clr. 0 r eg ister. ca ll V"ISL
Co ntinuing E dUcation - Extension -at :X)3.~

30 48 Bellerive Dr.
Bel-Nor

WE SPECIALIZE IN THE UMSL AREA
For M' ore Information: 389-9998

I
'81 Chevy Citation. 4-door.
Fuel injected, 4 cyl., power,
Call
351·6560.
Air,
$2500.

Pop Fi & B band is forming.
Bulk 5 -1/4" DS/ DD, 49
If you play music or know cents each, Lots of 50.
someone who does, call These are not seconds.
•
me. We have bassist, Money Back Guarantee.
No questions asked. Call
singer/sax and basement.
Kawasaki
SR 79. Low Need drums, guitar, keys . MEl, 1-800-634-347 8,9-9
and
part
time PART-TIME COMPUTER
Full
mileage. All extra Sissie and P.A.. Stage presence
EST M-F; 10-6 Sat. Offer
positions available. Chris- LAB ASSISTANT, ContinuBar, ecl Garaged. Best and looks important. ChriS expir.es 5/29 /86.
tian Hospifal N.E. Child ing Educat ion- Extension.
oHer. 261·7153.
~t 522'1547. Males and
Development Center is Prefer
experience
in
Females.
Students! Help stop U.s.
now' hiring for its summer BASIC,
LOTUS
and
1975 Honda CB 360 T
and World H ungerthrough
camp program. Qualified Database . Management.
m010rcycle
with
only Do you need space? We
social change. Bread for
students interested ma y Must be available Monday
10,000 miles.
Electric have them, Sizes ra nge
the World, the natioR'S
apply through the Employ- and Thursday evenings
start, crash bar, rear rack, from 5x5 to 10x25, Free
only Christian citizens
ment Office at 11'133 and Saturdays 1Q am. to
sissy bar, and wind faring. padlock included on site.
organization focusing on
Dunn Rd. 35'5'2300, ext noo n. For ap plication: 210
Battery and chain 1 yr. old. Mgrs. Code Access Gate hunger/agricultural
~141.
J.C.
'PenneyMust see. $400, Call Int rusion
issues is
now filling
Monitored
Receptionisl For informaCoach Larson at 5641.
positions in its community
Doors. Call Olive Innerbelt
~nterested in ' broadcast- tion:
,
Kate
Moore
outreach
program.
Self Storage at 993-8355 .
ing? Here's a chance to 553- 5961.
1975 Plymouth Duster,
Summer/Career. Full or
gain'
experience.
The
runs well, dependable.
part· time. Call 725-9286.
Auction:
Miscellaneous
UMSL .
Men's
and Attention stUdents: Th e
89 ,000
miles.
$650.
items
too
numerous
to
list.
,Women's
basketball Cystic Fibrosis Founda·
Owner finanCing available.
Personais
Saturday, April 26, 1986.
teams need a public . tion IS seeking 12 outgoCall Coach Larson at 553·
Open at 9 am.-s a le
address announcer(s) for ing students w ith good ' 5641.
Scottie,
begins at 10 a.m. Nornext seaso.n. For informa- com munications ski lls for
Do yb u wannie, because
y United Methodist
tion, call 553-5641. Ask for summer work There w ill
Miscellaneous mand
Donna wanna "
you
Churc h, 8000
Natural
Coach Meckfessel (men's be two shifts available, Pay
refuse Donna will blow a
Bridge, St. Lou is, Mo.
coach) .or 'Coach Larson will be S4/hr. Contact
fuse. But it you dare,
Need a place to stay for
(wOrrien'~ coach).
·Donna will bare.
Trudy Barthels at 721the summer? Two bdrm.
From Guess Who?
apts. and sleeping rooms Year End Beach Break
Student assistant to work . 2490,
available
from
$100/ only:W9 for a week at Fort
fifteen hours weekly in the
For Sale
Beach,
Sbuth
Denise,
month. Within walking dis· Walton
circulation and shelving
I just wanted to thank you
tance to U MSL. Call Coach Padre Island and Daytona
departments
of
the
Beach'
Hurry,
call·
Sun·
for
doing me that big fav or.
Cable T.V.,50 cha nnels
Larson at 553·5641.
Thomas Jefferson Library. only' $1 OAO/ month. It you
chase Tours fo r more inforI'll have to start shopping
Three avaiiablEi positions.
toll
free
at
a~ your store more often. I
live in th e following zip
Typing or word processing mation
Apply
in
the
library'
1-800-321-5911
today!
found a lot of really, really
codes, 63121, 63133,
service
done
at
a
very
administrative office. Must
nice bargains there'
63134,63135 or 63136,
reasonable rate. Give your When that last test is over
be able to work evenings
., . Break For The Beach
Rob
you may be eligible for this
term
papers
a
"polished"
and weekends. Scnedule special offer' Call Jeff at
look Call Debbie at 385- with Sun c hase!
negotiable.
Keith,
524·6880 or 993·61 56
1051 or 389-3564 (after
Happy Anniversary Babe!
(after 5) to see if you
3:00 and weekends) or Typin g. Wordprocess ing
The Old Spaghetti Factory qualify.
The firs t month was
stop in and see meat8451 for $2/page. Two locations
is looking for personable,
great-let's make the rest
Natural Bridge Rd. Fast for yo ur convenience.
neal and energetic peo- 1980 Chevy Che ve lte,
Steward's . 739·5344 in
even better. Love you
turnaround promi se d'
ple to fill positions as bar- 56,000 Air Cruise, 2 door
Bridgeton and Write On
always,
tenders,
cocktail hatch. $2300. Call 351·
Marilyn
"YCCOM" You Can Co'unt Time·279-1349 for th e Sl
waitresses, food waiters 6560.
area
Quick
On Me Home Develop- Charles
l
and
waitresses,
and
Rob and Gary,
ment Center For Children turnaround
kitchen personn el. Experi' 1 982 ChevY .Camaro, like
We should try something
through 5 years of age.
new,
charcoal
grey,
A/C,
ence
not
required.
different for a change and
Three miles north of cam- Congratulations to P's i Chi
Applicants need apply AM/FM cassette ste re o,
sk ip class sometime. I've
pus. Available day hours. members Thomas Sachs
automatic
transmission.
Monday through Friday,
Joan
BEickwith,
really had a blast this
Call me and let's talk about and
window
louvers,
12 :00 to 3:00' p.m .. 621- Rear
semester.
your c hild and my ideas. reci pients of the 1986 Stu39,000 mi les. $5800. Call
0276.
.
Love, Marilyn
dent Affairs Award.
Shari a~52_'·6820:
nAn at 968-6432.

classifi~ds
c
Help Wanted
Tired of flipping burgers or
being a coucl\ p01ato in
the 'summer? Missouri
Citizen Labor Coalition' s
now ' hiring grassroots
political outreach staffers
for summer. $180-$220.
EOE. Tranning. Fun. 721 -.
0140.

Sales
Representative
Cable,
Television.
Excellent opportunity for
part-time
or
summer
employmenl
Outside
sales in North County
area Must ·· have own
transportatian, willing to
work even ings and Saturdays. Neat appearance a
must-sales experience
neit necessary. liberal
commissions l Call Tim at
831-6074 . .
Part-time: Students: van
drivers wanted, automatic
transmission.
Exce llent
part-time job; training pro'vided;
abo ve
average
'weekly earnings; con·
venient
locatio n;
immediate
openings;
insurance benel its. M ust
be 21 . Pleas e cal! 2410685. AS~ for Carol.

Church Secretary-One
Person Otfice- Typing, fil ·
in g, etc. 5 hou rs daily 9· 3.
Some flexibility 01 hours.
Normandy Presbyterian
Chu rch, 501 North H ills
Drive 381-8060.

Mike in Finite,
II's almost the end of the
semester, so there isn' t
much time, I' ve been waiting for months, so ifs now
or never. If you're also interested tell me on the 25th
when we receive our
scores.
Wa iting
To our lounge crew,
Way to go bucket heads! I
know you are but what am
If Yeah that's it! Danger.
Danger. Call911' Ca1l911!
And run for your life!
Woe Later
Theo,
I only have one question to
ask you before the semester ·ends. When will I ever
get to wa lk your dog? I' ve
been waiting fo~:2 months
now and I'm getting anxious. Reply later' Signed,
Your other" Pet Cat"
Cheerleader Kevin,
iI you lik'e yourwomenwell
rounded and plump, I'd like
to teach you anatomy by
brail. You can turn my
lights ou t backstage and
show me your moves.
Read my . .
L.I.P.S
Dear Blonde Guy,
When yo u ride the UMSL
bus, why don' t you sit by
me? I am intellectually
s timulating and are you?
Tomorrow, please ride th e
bus for one scintillating
rendezvous.
Miss Venture
Dear Mr. Late in Financial
Account ing (9:00):
I would like to loose n your
tie from your three-piece
su it! Signed,
Jus t Admiring

To all winners in Greek
Games:
your victories are tarnished because over half
of the campus 's not
Greek Are you afraid you
might lose to some nonGreekS?
Steven
Dear Mood (JefD,
In five more months. the
new edition will come to
our
family.
Congratulations on being a
father.
Debbie
Te.ddy Bear.
I'll' cuddle with yo u anytime!
Anywhere'
Any
place' I just can't get
enough! Your a doll!'
Tommy Cotton Ta il,
Whit e Castles then ti13 :30
AM. "First real date".
' Florida-Fun in the Sun,
"Mom and Dad", straw·
berry margaritas, and hoppin' down the bunny trail.
SHTHD. Ahquell
PS Keep shakin' your cotton tail
ME
Big Steve,
Hope your back gets
better-t ake your time. I'll
keep waiting. Keep smil·
ing. P.S. Don't w o rry we'll
be great'
Your Partner
Daddy,
Happy Birthday< f th oug ht
of buying you something
to do the lawn with, but th is
was cheaper.
Love,
Jan
Golden Gloves
I hope I am not out 01 line,
but THANKS ANYWAY!
BiH

'{!!

To the Lu Brothers
~ hope I s,rn out 01 'line, bot
Mom 'c a'lled -alild &i~
you're . having liver lor
dinner.

,I

~J

~•

Mr. sports
Why a ~e we ]here, is i t a
vegtable.o.r mir:Jend, w'hel1;:
is the Wall ot 'Fame

•

It..

Dye Pot
"I wish yOu were .... !"

1= :

r;
"

Chief
Former members are...I·

U

Yates
AMEN!
. The money spenrlers

~

t

;!

u . P.S.
Give me a clue. Time i s
now.
KellIn

'
', '

~~

Mystery Man they 'Call
Robo,
I see you cruiSing campl!Is
in your con~e:ntible '1'1
Cutlass. I'm in !f our 8 am.
iinit e class and I want t'o
get to know you better. fIl
be in p ink on Friday.
Secret Admirer

I

~
,

,

~

Red Escort,
This note is long overdue
but I hope there is still a
chance that our paths may
cross. Please give me ,a
sign, any sign, let me know
who you are. A note under
my wiper would be nice.
Snow Blue Mazda
P.S. Am I an RX' 7 o· a 626,
or a 323 or a GLC or ... .7

I

~

r

:!
~~

To the AI( American Boy,
You're not 'r ust a complete
player on the field ...
Thanks for a great altelnoon Thursday. Hola
Rock Candy

1~
1;.

~*

*** ** * *** * * ****** **** ************** ** ****** *****
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Put U M-St. Louis First

I,

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Vote
Ken

Lecturers' Award for Excellence in Teaching
- '-

President

- - -- - - - - - -

Anderson, Marcanne
Antognoli, John
Baldini, Deborah
Blackburn, Jean
Bohnenkamp, Dennis
Bergoudian, Rita
Chapman, Ellie
Daly, Pierrette
Dickerson, Christine
Fix, Michael
Foster, Billy
Gries e dieck, David
Gurley, Judy
Jackoway, Sally
Johnson, Delores

Kevin

LACOSTELO
Vice- President

Elect responsible, experienced leadership
to deal with student concerns.
Vote April 28th and 29th

: * ********* ** **** ** ***• • • • • * * * • * * • *• • *** * ***** * * * **

~AFF
UIVERSITY RoGRAM BoARD

Ramos, Alicia
Raw, Gillian
Rawick, George
Ross, Pamela
Rota., C. Davrd
Schneider, Paul
Siegel, Cynthia
Sweet, Nanora
Tierney, Susan
Tucker, Jean
Walter, Susana
Weber, Harry
Welz, Bruce
White, Donna
WilKe, Ann
Wright, Phyllis

Kernan, Mary Jane'
Kick, Linda
Kochheiser, Th o mas
Kratochvil, Barbara
Labrador, Niceta
Lamphear, Lynn
Larson, Deborah
Martin, Terence
McMillion, Clark
: Noel, Roger
Page, Carol
Pascoe, Muriel
Peterman, Shahla
Phares, Kathleen
Preston, Thomas

Anyone wishing to nominate one of the above persons
should fill out this notice and return it to:

Lecturer Award Comm ittee
c/o Associate Dean Roland A Champagne
College of Arts and Sciences
306 Lucas Hall

-------------------------------------------------I wish to nom inate
Nominator's name
Address

PRESENT

Phone

THE ANNUAL
Introducing the lower cost of higher education.'

FRIDAY
. APRIL 25 m

9:30 A.M. UNTIL 2:30 P.M.
THE UNIVERSIlY CENTER PATIO~ LAWN
ON

$40
OFF

ALL 18K GOLD
One week only, save $40 on yom choice of any 18K gold ring in our
selection. For complete details, see your Jostens representative at:

April 28, 29, and 3()
o

9
~o

o

K\JMU i~the 100,000 'Watt Nationdl Public ~io Voiu oftht

UnlyUSity of Mi~(i,St

Louil:

11a.m.-7p.m. ·

University Bookstore
Lobby of U Center Bldg.

JOSTENS
AMERICA '

S

COLLEGE

R

lNG''''

•a

., •iI
,

To recognize the excellent teaching done by lecturers in the College of Arts and Sciences, .
the College announces an award of $500 tD a lecturer who has demonstrated excellent
teaching performance. including advising. counsel ing, and classroom Instruction.
The fD ll owi ng lecturers 3re eligible:

MEYER

,a

I
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· Professor Halpin 's Snakes ~Alive And Well And Slithering
In Stadler Hall!
"•
II'

.

m

Mike Siesel

reporter

The sign on the door is the sort of thing
you'd expect Gary Larson of "The Far Side"
to tack on his office door - just for laughs.
It' s a sign tha't you notice immediately, but
for some reason · must read twice. The
message sends some people hurrying away,
yet intrigues others and instills the utmost
caution in a visitor's first ste.p. Just above
. the door knob, it reads: -" Please close the
door tightly behind your - to prevent the
sna.k.es from escaping."
ESCAPING' . Imagine -it multitude of
snakes slithering down the hallway, reptiles on holiday, exploring UMSL' sStadler
, Hall. Imagine that behind the door, in Room
209B, there are unfettered, unleashed, ·
unrestrained reptilian - SNAKES - lurking in the shadows, perhaps even hanging
from the acoustical· tile ceiling.
Well, actually, it's not like that at all.
Black garter snakes, having either copper,
gold, green or blue longitudinal stripes,
inhabit a dozen or so aquariums. Really
very pretty; vet y harmless creatures.Orie
of . mank,ind ' s. ij!lJecognized best fr(ends .,
But not everyone in Stadler Hall ·under- ·
stands that.
._ "When they (abol!.t ~ 8 snijkes) g~t loose,
everyone got UDset," says Zuleyma Tang
Halpin, associate professor biology . She
shakes her head in consternation. "You
knC)w, somepeopi,ejust hate snakes, no matte -what kind they are." But as a child groi~
Llg up in the oil fields of Venezuela, Halpin
learned to discern friend from foe. " Many'
snakes would~ome inta the camp," she says
' and some were very, very poisonous ."
She sits cross-legged in a swivel-rocker
office chair, a small woman too durable to
e called petite. Lustrous black hair hangs SNAKE HANDLER: Assistant Professo r' Zu leym a Ta ng Ha lpin, descendant of the now
'HI bangs to her eyebrows and curls up a little . non-existent f<arina I ndian trib e, di sp lays one of her bio logy re search subjects.
n the nape of her neck. 'Hornrlm classes
Slightly enlarge Halpin"sbrownc eyes. Her
Indeed . Halp in ha s spent over ha lf of her
here at LlMS L has that sam e fe eling. That's
most noticeable piece of jewelry-is a pewter . 41 years in sc hool, begin ning with the oil
why I took th e pos iti on. And I'm glad I
medallion showing the sign of Pisces.
company-sponsored schools in Venezuel a.
did:
She projects an attitude that seems confi" May be it' s an ego thing," s he ays. ''I' ve
Yet despite he r amia ble co ll eagues ,
dent and unperturbed; but she becomes
always done very we ll in s choo l, so I stu ck
Halp in bel ieves wome n in scienc!' bear an
more animated when talking of b,er home
with it. I wanted to be a doct or and my
addit ional burden that their m al e counand family . Halpin is a descendant of the
teachers recommend ed that I enroll at St.
native American tribe of the Karina, now
terpan dn nul. "Sexism s t ill exi t ." she
Louis University in pre-m ed: '
says ... And the female sc ient ist m ust prove
not existent.
But after completing a m as ter' s in canherself. often in a fie ld of st udy where there
"We were assimilated," she says. "Our
cer immunolog at t he ln ivers ity of
are no female mentor or role m odel . But
eritage was lost," Unable to look back, her
California- Berkel ey. Halp in investigated
the push to excel is s till th ere.
parents looked forward and encouraged
the field of anim al behavior. " [ was disgusHalpin to get an education. " Neither of
" I deal with th e pr e s ure by helping
ted with t he competitive. cu t-throat. se lfthem finished high school, but they
yo unger women who are com ing along.
gratifying attitude in m ediCi ne, an d found
believed in me - especially my father," she
Becau e th at' some thing I di dn·t get much
that I could make a living by working with
says . " They both gave me the feeling that if
animals ," she says .
Dr." Halpin says. " I had a wond erful me ntor
there was something I wanted to do, I could
- a ma n - but the firs t wome n professor.s I
" In my doctoral pr ogram , my m ajor pr odo it. Of course, I've always been curious. ]
fessors were a psychologist and a zo olog ist.
saw made a terrific impression on me Tiley
xeally enjoy learning, " She laughs. " I still
who both beli eve d in foste ring a cowere WO MEN who had ac hieved what I was
take classes. If I had a choice. I'd be a prooperativ e, fri endly environ m ent ainon g the
tr ying to achie\' e. Tu me they represente.d
fessional student"
"
graduate students. The biol ogy departm ent
what could be accom pli she~'"
.

Though she has published numerouS
papers on animal behavior and animal com- .
munication, Halpin doesn't believe in the
" publish or perish" system. She pursues
knowledge for the sake of knowledge; sort of
an old-fashioned idea of what education is
all about. And she doesn't spend time looking for grants .
" I sort of assume that if I'm doing something worthwhile, I'll get the money to continue, " she says. And that's what happened
when she started studying a prairie dog
colony in western Kansas. Travel costs
were, of course, very high; yet the National
Academy of Science found merit in herwork
and provided the funds to complete the
study.
. Halpin later became allergic to rodents
and decided to study snakes and how they
communicate. "We know ," she says "that
the female garter attracts the male using a
pheromone (an odor not unlike perfume).
I'm trying to demonstrate that each species
uses a different sexual pheromone ." Since
pheromones comprise a part of an animal's
communication system. Halpin's assertion
means that each speCies has a separate
language, at least during courtship and
mating.
.
But Halpin's interests extend beyond
biology. She studies astronomy , participates in the UMSL's women's studies
program, is a member of the Coalition of
Universities in the Public Interest and
involves herself in the community . ''I've
adopted St. Louis as my home ," she says,
"and I like being active."
Living in University City, she says she
would not live anywhere else . " I love the
Central West End, too, its people, the
demographics, the culture. H' s all so
.
lively," she says.
But back in the l~b things are quiet as
Halpin times an experiment, marking the
progress on a chart. So far the male garter
hasn't taken the bait - the female
pheromone Halpin has smeared on a
model.
"There may be something else involved,"
she says. A movement or.a reaction. Maybe
I'm not getting the pheromone off the
female , I don't know.
" I'm sorry things didn' t work out, " she
says. " Maybe next time."
Or maybe the time after that. Failures
are the meat of science; they tell you where
you have been, what doesn't work - not
necessarily where you're going. But
Zuleym a Halpin has been going forward
since her childhood in Venezuela and forward is the direction you must go when
you 're searching the frontiers .
0;

J

[Editor s note: Mike Siesel's article
appeared in the April 3 issue of the West
End Word.)

UMSL Professor Chosen To Co-Produce Emmys
Robin House
reporter
The time is nearing and the
pressure is building. It's true
finals are right around the corner
and graduation is upon tho's e-fortunate seniors. · And for the first
,. woman president of the St. Louis'
Chapter of the National Academy
of Television Arts and Sciences,
Carla Lane,. the biggest event of
the ye'ar is also nearing quickly.
"
The 1986 Emmys will be held
June 7. at the Adam's Mark. Lane
has been chosen by Ava Brown,
former UMSL student and 1986
Emmy chairperson, to coproduce the Emmys. As president, Lane presently oversees
the whole planning process.
The Emmys are presented
nationwide. through the 16
Academy
chapters
for
excellence in television. For the
first time the St . Louis Chapter's
• Emmy competition inel udes;: ~ll
of Missouri and half of TIlinois,
making this years' Emmys,
regional instead of locaL This
means there is more competition
than in previous years .
The
process ~ ofbeirig
nominated includes sending a
video tape for judging by other
chapters, including Blue Ribbon
Panels in New York and Boston.
The ballots are sent . to Ernest
and Whinney,
st. Louis CPA
firm, for tabulating. On April 30,
the nomfnees will be announced
at the Annual Nominee's Party.
" The Emmy is the premiere
,. award in the television industry,
it makes careers. The Emmy is
like the Oscars are to film ," Lane
said. A total of about 60 Emmys
· will be awarded thjs year, in programming, individual craft, corporate and advertising.
: Lane was the 1984 Emmy
chair so she knows what the job
• Itequi~es. She has co-produced
the show for five out of the show's
10 years, Lane will be ~~ponsi 
ble for all technical aspects of .
the show, including set imd light
d·esign. video and proproduction.

a

Lane's
two-y ear
term
officiallv ends on June 14 , a week
after th-e Emmys. Lane call ed
her presidency , "c hall enging a nd
iascinating" Lane said s he
accomplished everything s he set
out to do, including creating a
year-long celebration of t he
chapters: .25th anniversary.
During her pr esi dency there
were six other 'major aCCOnl.plishments. They include en dowing
ma ss
communication
scholarships, going to com puters
both for re cords and for the
newsletter, expanding the new sletter to include by-lines and new
topics , expanding Emmys' competition, setting up and writing a
pro c~ dures manual that can be
used by the fu t ure chapter and
increasing memb ership .
" The member ship in crea sed
from under 200 to over 400 in ju st
. two years.'.' Lan ~ ~~. i(L.
." N.A.T.AS offers students
valuable experience through
internships. A student ca n work
on the newsletter of th e Emmys,"
LaIiesaid."This experience will
give a student a five year jump on
.their .c\assmates."
Lane is-a member of the Advertising Federation of St. Loui s. th.e
Press Club and Sigma De lta Chi,
the Society of PrOfessi onal Journalists. "Organizations are the
best place to talk to other people
in yo.ur profess ion, it gives you a
chance to find out about new
developments and what the other
people are doing," Lane s aid.
- Lane has -~ecently been
nominated for second vice
president-programs
by
the
AdvertiSing Federation. (Which
means her students will be goin'g
to and participating in this
organization next yea!".)
1n the mid st of all the thing s in
which Lane is involved, she has
instructed part time in the UMSL
Mass Communications program
,- since 1979 . .
She teaches oneor two writing
classes a semester. Lane teaches
Promotion, Publicity and Adver-

door," Lane said ,
" That is why my own teaching
style is so casual, and I try to be
availC!.,ble to stUdents as much as I
can. No one needs another
authority figure to raise anxiety
levels and prevent learning,"
Lane added.
Lane incorporates psychology
in her communications classes
because . as she put it "communication in whatever form,
deals with people's emotions and
cognitive preferences." She said
she ad(js psychology becau,se it
helps stUdents learn to learn.
" If students understand psychology and right and left brain
preferences, they can use that to
make effective videos , advertisements , or just create better
messages," Lane said.
.
{
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PRESIDE NT: Ca rla Lan e w ilt co -produce the Emmys for the sixth
time, as part o f the Nati on al Aca demy of Television Arts and Sciences
big annual event. The 1986 Emmy w ill be held June 7 at the Adam's
Mark H otel downtown.
tisin g in Br oadcas tin g, Writi ng
public r e lations , sales and other
For Radi o and Tel evis ion a nd
progra m s," Lane added, ·" St.
Scr ip/writing for Business. in
Louis is a maj or production ·center, we do productions for
addition to instru ctin g ove r 100
national as well as local youth."
interns.
Lane got her information on
Lane
sa id
cor pora te
cor p or ate scri ptwriting while
scr iptwri ting is an intensiv e
she was working at D' Arcy
course that reall\' should be split
into simple Au di. o/ Visu al proAdvertiSing,
Monsanto
and
ducti ons. such as slide shows,
INTRAV. Lane said, "You can
never be too ri ch or too smart"
vid eo sh ow.s and mu lti- media
produ ctions.
" 1 knew I never had enough
Corp orat e
She
cons iders
kn ow ledge so I kept accumulat- .
Scriptwriting hers, hecause s he
ing ·degrees. I went for the first
initia t.ed and created the clas -"
. degr ee that would say I was comso far she is the only one wh o has
petent," Lan e said.
taught it . Lane said, " A st r'Ong
Lane earned three undergradcorpor ate
co mmunications
uate degrees from Washington
ciricu lum would be a profit cenUniversity. The degrees were in
ter , for a ll UMSL. Mass comE nglish, journalism, advertiSing
munication students canno t be
and a masters of media from
Webst er University by May.
employed in r egular t el evision,
Cilble o.r.J:adio."
" The thing that has drawn me
"The corporate pro llut'tio n
to teaching is that it is a nice way
field has ope ned up signifi cantly
to work with people and help
in the last four year s. as vi deo
them grow. It also taught me why
r didn' t grow as much when I was
equipm ent
pri ces
have
dropped, " Lane sai d. "Comin college. I didn't present
myself for . mentoring. When
panies with over 100 employe es
class was over, I ran out the
can afford and need training,

" Everything we do in advertising, public relations and communications is a form of
teaching," Lane said . "We educate the consumer about products, the employee about
his/her company and the public
contributions
of
a
about
company."
Carla Lane and . her husband ,
George 'Johnson, make up Lane
and Johnson Communications, a
company that was established in
1972. The company started out as
Origin, but was later changed to
and
Johnson
Com. Lane
munic;ations. Lane is the president, Johnson is the creative and
musical director.
I' The corporation is involved in
writing, photography, video ,
graphics, sales promotions and
special events," Lane said . Their
clients vary greatly from Monsanto to Anheuser-Busch.
Lane has a philosophy for lif~,
" Life is too short, do it right the
first time." Lane said she keeps
track of what she accomplishes
to make sure she is still growing
and learning. Lane keeps track of
each year so she can look back
and see if the year was
productive.

Book Gives self
Help Guides To
M~~~~lity
Loren R. Klahs
book critic
Man Alive
By Charles Hix
(Simon And Schuster,
pages, $17 .95)
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For any male who wants to turn
himself " . . . into a paragon of
sensuality," the book " Man
Alive" might provide the magic.
Written by ' Charles Hix, "Man
Alive: DreSSing The Free Way" is
the fourth in a series by the
author. Other titles include:
1977s " Looking Good: A Guide ·
For Men," 1978s "Dressing
Right," and the phenomenally
successful "Working Out: The
Total Shape- Up Guide For Men"
first published in 1983.
Like the other volumes in Hix's
series of self-help guides for
men , "Man Alive" is lavishly
illustrated with photographs
featuring some of today's top
male models.
Hix continues to stress the
importan ce of a healthy-looking
physique. His last book, " Working Out" was dedicated to the art
of exercise. This time out the
author expands on the same
them'e. It seems that in addition
to a ;' perfect" physique, today's
men need tips on "how to
dress. "
A few things worth remembering according to the author
include: Flannels are d ightly
more sexy than gabardines.
Avoid fabrics like lace and chiffon. Leather can be enticing;
however, watch out for black. Cashmere and mohair are warm
to the touch. Off-beat colors may
not be a turn-on (ie: puc e,
tangerine , lavender, et c. . . .) And
" ... a jade green sport coat is
acceptable for danCing at the
country club, but not for m ourning a relative a1 a funeraL "
While mu ch of the s ubject matter in " Man Alive" has been
addressed before in other selG
help books for men, Charles Hix
reaches . for the obliqu e and
obscure in an attempt to make
his book "special." Witness, for
instance, the attention given to
prop er swim trunks.
Hix sta tes , "
In some
seclud ed corners, the most popular bathing attire is a bare
behind ." However, in most parts
of America a bare butt" . . . is a
' no no.'" Rather than going
naked, the author suggests a
more subtle approach. " . . . hasic
briefs are the sexiest be ca use
they are functional. Although
mos t briefs are flyless , some
have nonfunctional fly details.
By su btly ca ll ing attention to the
crotch without being obvious or
intimidating about it, these are
slightly sexier than the more
conventional fly less brie f. "
The author goes on to state that
baggy trunks " .. . convey sexiness if the y' re colored or patterned in a funky , offbeat way ."
Th en again it is best to skip drab
hoxer trunks. " Drab boxers are
mor e likely to imply that their
wearer is a nerd."
The bottom line, according to
the author is "
the sexiest
trunks , whatever their basic
style, are whiChever ones adorn ·
very good bodies." In other
words , if the potential wearer of
swim trunks is a little rough
around th e edges, he might do
hims elf (and the rest of us) a big
favor and read the third book in
this self-help series, " Working Out."
After re ading all four of the .
self-help books by Charl es Hix, it ..
becomes readily apparent to this .
reviewer that one's time could be
better spent. For instance,
inste ad of looking at a variety of .
male mode ls who range in age from approximately 19 to 30, it . .
might he better to approach this ~·
business of self-help on a more .'.
realistic plane. After all , we can- :'
not remain " fixed" in the 19 to 30 :~
age br acket forever.
It might be better for potential :
readers to simply work out a : ·
feasible exercise routin e, and to "
follow it in a consistent manner . .'.
In conjunction with the exercise .:
routine, a proper diet would also :
be in order.
.,
Rather than concerning one- .
self with fake flys on swimming :~.
trunks and other nonsense like :
" expensive looking jewelry for ' :'
dress up, " "summertime seer- .:
suckers ," " monochromatic out- :
fits that convey one color _
message ," "garments shaped to ':
showcase the body and colored to ~
excite feeling," etc .... readers :.
might tak e a cold hard 109k at .:·
themselves in the mirror,
'
If you like what you see, count
your blessings. If you see room
for improvement, start working
on it. But do it for yourself. No
book can do it. for you!
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KWMU Walkathon To Benefit Student lJiJ:)

'' r

- - - - - - - - -_ . _ - -- -

Linda Kay Wendling
ass!. feat u ,es/--=a,--rtc..::s--=e:..:d:.c;itc:0-,-' _ _ _ _.

About once a month , an unusual
and varied group of pe ople gather at
"Great Scott's" or other area meeting places, bearing covered dishes,
'~yhich are set up along the bar.
Though they fill every corner o'f
the homey restaurant and bar on
Natural Bridge, they are never
unruly, despite an admirable consumption of food and drink. They
are there for a purpose ... to listen
faithfully to Garrison Keillor's popular radio show, "A Prairie Hume
Companion."
Keillor who has an almost cultlike following in S!. Louis and across
the country. is only one of a number
of features Offered exclusively on
Public Radio's format at KWMU
FM-91.' The public radio station,
located at the University of
Missouri-S!. Louis . has been serving the metropolitan area since

1973, with jazz and classical music
programming. radio drama. as well
as student programming after midnight and on weekends.
And that student programming is
a key fea ture to UMSL's speech
department.
'
KWMU offers opportunities for
UMSL communications students
who are interested in a career in
broadcasting, through internships
and student staff positions.

majors who are interested in broadcasting." said Lionel Grady,
assistant professor in the department
of
speech
and
communicatipns. " A large c 'part of
learning the field is becoming
familiar with the operation of
broadcasting eqUipment.
"We offer classes like announcmg
and radio production, m addition to
a lot of good internships in actual
news
production
and
public
relations fields locally."

Crucial to an increaSIng number
of such students is the station's Student Broadcasting La b. operated
jointly by KWMU and the UMSL
speech department. The Lab provides a link between the theory of
the classroom and the reality of a
professional radio station, broadcasting to a listening audience of
60 .000 in a major population
market.

Such internships have included
large publlc and . private corporations. local television and radio
stations w hich offer hand s-on experience in video promotion, sports
promotion. marketing, sports stats ,
reporting.
announcing
and
prod u ction.
"Many of our students have
gained invaluable experience at
KWM U." said Mi chael Murray:
" We have in the speech depart- .. associate professor in s peech and
ment a significant num ber of our
communications.

Counseling WarnsAgainst Burnout
[Editor's note: This article IS
part of a continUing series submitted by staff members of the UMSL
Counseling
Service.
Today's
column was written by Bridgette
Jenkins.)
As the seme~ter draws to an end.
you may find your motivational
level decreasing at an alarming
rate. "Spring fever" and a general
boredom with th e'monotony of the
college routine contribute to your
motivational difficulties. You may
find yourself saying, " I only need
to keep pushing a few more
weeks," or "I can't wait for a
break."
Realizing the'danger of procrastination during this
critical
deadline period, you decide to
ignore your feelings and study
every waking moment. However ,
when you try to study for several
hours without a break. it's difficult
to concentrate or remember what
you've read. Consequently, your
increased effortS- result in nervousness, irritability and further
decreases in motivation. If the
above reactions describ e yours.
you may be experiencing burnout ,
a common malady of college
students.
Although burnout is a widespread phenomenon. it can be
reduced by il few simple changes.
- Time management is crucial for

successful remotivation. Complete an hourly activit y schedule
including study time and tim e for
friend s, exercise and hobbi es. It's
imperative that stress reducing
activities be scheduled at crucial
points in the day. A rule of thumb is
to schedule a 15 to 30 mInute break
for every 1 to 2 hours of studying.
Alt e rnating topics studied may
also assist in maintaih i ng your
interests .

PERSON
TO PERSON
- Set realistic and achievable
goals.
Complex
assignments
become manageable when they
are
dissected
int o smaller.
manageable parts.
- Maintain adequate health by
exercising regularly. eating nutntionally and obtaining sufficient
~leep. You will find it easier to
retain information if you're alert
and ha ve n ot consumed empty
calories such as candy, potato
chips. soda , etc
Learn to utilize relaxati on
techniques to reduce tension
and produce a feeling of calmness
and relaxa tion .

- Evaluate the effectiveness of
vour study habits and test taking
skills. Helpful study ski ll s and test
taking information is available at
the CounseJing Service.
The most important thing to
remember is that you have the
power to br eak the burnout cycle
with a creative approach to studying. Creative studying can provide
needed momentum to end the
semest er on a s u cce ssful note.
Although this is the last
" Per son -to P erson" article for the
vear. ,the Cou nselIng Service will
~ontinue to be open during the
'intersession and the summer session. This summer might be a good
time to explore our Career Library
or us e SIGI (System of Inter act ive
Gu idan ce and Information) or
other' career instruments Counselors ca n assist in career
ex pl orati on for those und ec ided
about a major.
Workshops will begin again ill
the fall; keep an eye open for the
schedule and flyers announcing
up comi ng events.
The Counseling Service offers
fr ee professional assistance to
students with personal, social,
educational or career concerns.
Call 553-5711 for information or
drop by the Counseling Service at
427 SSB.

"These students can have a lot of
freedom, once they have proven that
they know what th ey are doing ..
With persistence and hard work. many of these students have gone on
to successful. creative careers in
public relations and bro a dca s ting
" But." Murray s mile d. " perhaps
our best success story is Frank
Cusamano.
"He's only be e n out of school a
couple of years. but he's already
weekend sports anchor at WLEX-TV
in Lexington. Ky., an NBC affiliate.
Kentucky is a hot-bed in NCAA basketball. so Frank is really in his
element."
As
student. Cusamano was a
competitiv e student athlete on
UMSL' s state championship bask et ball team, worked in radio and
television . wrote articles for the
Post-Dispatch
all while doing
well in schooL

a

Cusamano, who has jList returned
to Lexington after spending thr ee
months touring the country with
Kentucky's NCAA favorites. 'spoke
of his broadcasting experien ces at
UMSL in a recent t e lephone
interview.
"Durin g my internship s a t KMOX
and KSDK. I was privy to some pr etty valuable phone numbers. which I
took to my half- hour wee kl y sports
pro gram at KWMU'" Cusamano
laughed.
"SO I was able to call a lot of real
sports greats and int e rview them
over the phone on the air. I called
people like J oe Garagiola and

Tommy LaSorda Bill Bryant. and
Danny White. 1 didn·t get nervou s at
the tim e. because 1 was th ere in m y
own turf talking on the phon e. It was
lik e yo u were just talklllg on the
phone to so me other guy who love d
s ports. I co uldn' t see their faces. or I
might
h ave
be en
more
intimid ated' "
Cusamano conslCiers t'he ex perience with KWMU invalu ab le.
"1 would adVise anyone serioush'
interes ted in broad c~sting as a ca'reer to get a good 51 eepi n g bag and
live at the station." h e sai d .
" For one thing. yo u'r e in a major
market there. and the classroom
staff really know their s tu ff."
But that·s not enough. a ccordmg
to Murray and Grad~'.
>
There are seriou s concerns O\'er
the state of the Student Broadcasting Lab. To fully meet the needs of
these stUdents.' they say. the Lab
mu st be u p da ted an d renovated .
" The intern s hips and student
sta ff positions ar e fantastic. yes. "
said Grady. " but unfortunately' not
all students get to partici pate in the
station as mu ch as we ' d like.
"I can·t t eac h a whole clas s in the
station it se lf. but o nl~' in the Student
Lab. It' s hard to prepare them with
the present fac ilitie s for a job at
KWMU or anyw here else.
" It's a n a logous to learning to
drive without a car or \\·,111 a brokendown car or a "ery bad simulator.
The equipment has becom e outdat e d enough that it's no longe r adequate. This is a growin g field. but

because it is competitive, students
need to be well-versed in using the
proper equipment. Our lab equipment b ea rs little resemblance to th e
kind of boa rds used at KWMU and
other statIOns."
As a re s ult . KWMU is working. i ~
conjunction wit,ij lhe Sf. L?-uif Posl;A :
Disp atch a nd Grey Eagle Di ~
tributo['s to sponsor a Walk for
Public Radio a t noon May 4 0)1
UMSL' s cam p.us to rais.e money r r ~
updatin g th e Student Lab. \ .
t

.

~.

"Our goa l is $25 .UUU. " said Tom
Eschen. in char ge of promotions for
the stat ion . :: We've got .-,>! let
event s p la n ned 'for the. day 'o f',
w a l k. Ela ine Viet s of the Post will
a guest h os t. and the e will ·pe:....
number of prizes for organizations
and individuals who, collect the,mo,r
sponsors forthe l h -mile hike aroun~
camp us

:t

PrI zes for student organizations{
\\ III be in the amounts of $5 00 , $3~
a nd $ 200. Prizes for individualsinclude a compact disc player. '11.
\\'eekend for two at the Sheraton'
Plaza HoteL a touring bi cyc le, o'}~ '
di sp lay In the library, and otl}8"
prizes
u '1
Enterta inment a nd events on t~
day ofthe Walk will include the Mur- ;
der Cit\ Pl aye r s, the UMSL Ja~~:
Band. and the Kindred Wobegonian&!
of Missouri U- Bet Lawn Ch a,j,r
Drill Tea ;;,
.
. I"
For :nore information and spoX-::
sor sheets regarding th~ Walk. cajl
. 553-5968.
'.
'}.
11..11'

WALKING FOR KWMU?: Tom Eschen, in charge of promotions for station KWMU, hopes to rais e·
$25 ,000 in a Walk For Public Radio, to be held at noon. May 4 on campus. The moneywiJl help update th '
equipment in the teaching lab.

IT'S THE COOLEST HEAT YOU'LL EVER FEEL.
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IT'S BELOW MIAMI, AND ABOVE THE LAW

PARAMOUNT PIcTURES PRESENTS
A HAYWARD/HILL PRODUCTION · BLUE CITY· JUDD NELSON ·ALLY SHEEDY
EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS ROBERT KENNER AND ANTHONY JONES
SCREENPLAY BY LUKAS HELLER &WALTER HILL· BASED ON THE NOVEL BY
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UMSLATHLETES OFTHE YEAR
'ale Athletes of the Year

ton Porter , John Murphy Carry Teams Despite Obstacles
orter Was
Kn~e. Injury

III Alone
fast Games

Fails To Stop
Backstop

, Noss

Dave Brown
reporter

It s editor

1B.7 points per game (sixth in
Missouri
Intercollegiate
etic Association); 9.1 rebounds
game (second); .563 field goal
lentage (second) and 1.44 blocshots (third).
I Third 'in UMSL career scoring
55) and careerrebounding (780).
ds school record for blocked
ts in a career (112).
I Rivermen individual game high
field goal percentage(.923) in an
'3 win over Rockhurst College;
;t rebounds (20) in UMSL's 89-84
rtime loss to Quincy; and most
:ked shots (four) in the Riverl'S 67-62 victory over Milliken.
I AH- MIAA First Team selection
ecqme the first Riverman to be
towed such an honor since UMSL
~red the conference in 1981. "
~e above testimony should be
19h for UMSL Rivermen senior'
ier/forward
Ron
Porter's
lifications as one of the
rent' s Male Athletes of the Year.
he deserves more. Much

e.
try to forget we had a bad
:on," he said. "That put a shadow,
orne of the things I did. I think I
more (than I wanted to). I didn·t
k :could do this much."
) a~ h
Rich
Meckfessel
ioned Porter to play his
Iral power forward position
.e junior college transfer Ken
ewski (backed by freshmen
k Stanley) developed at center.
.er was to aid with his natural
lnct to" go to the hoop."
ut Liszewski never developed,
lley was inconsistent and a third
'er to be tried, Derrick Hicks,
ply didn't get the proper start,
sing the first month and a half
to a bad knee.
)rter was back at center.

~male

Cedric R. Andcrs'Jn

UMSL RIVERMAN Senior foward/center Ron Porter.
Besides Dellondo Foxx's longrange support, the University City
High School product was virtually
all
alone
in
most
of the
Rivermen's games.
"We needed big Jim Gregory (a
red-shirt center who. next season.
will become MeckfesseJ's first true
center at UMSL). I guess you say (we
needed) a true center," Porter sald.
pinpointing a glaring hole in the
UMSL lineup. The five times th a t
Porter fouled out were due more to
his intensity then anything else.
But UMSL's loss of Porter as a

player. will be Meckfessel's gain
with Porter as a coach. As he earns
his teaching certificate in the 198687 school year, he will be an assistant coach for the Rivermen. He'd
like to be around after graduation,
also. "I would enjoy being a part of
the
team
without
any
compensation. "

"Nothing Call ld be better than my
time at LTMSL. This is a fine schooL
Going to a Division I school could be
eq u a I. but not better."

Ask any baseball man what the'
key to a successful team is and he
will more than likely reply,
"strength up the middle." Much of
the success of the UMSL Rivermen
baseball team can be traced to their
strength up the middle. The anchor
of t~at middle is this year's Co-Male
Athlete of the Year, senior catcher
John Murphy.
Murphy's baseball career at
UMSL has been more of a "rags to
riches" story than a t<;lle of four
years of stardom. As a freshman,
Murphy did not partiCipate in the
baseball program. His next two
years he made the squad, but spent
most of his time on the bench due to
the quality of the catchers ahead of
him-Mark Hupp and Scott Hyde
(both of whom are presently in the
minor leagues). Murphy spent those
years watching and learning.
"Mark Hupp and Kent Ried
always said that rookie catchers had
to pay their dues," Murphy said.
"They are .the ones who have to
catch batting practice and in the
bullpen. I don' t like .it, but it was
something you had to do. I figured·
r d get the chance to play sooner
or later."
His junior year Murphy became a
regular. But, due to an arm problem
and Hyde's prescence, he split most
of his time between playing first
base and being the designated
hitter.
This year, Murphy finally moved
into the starting catcher's spot and
has responded with a spectacular
performance. He isrirst on the team
with seven home runs. 17 walks and
26 runs batted in. His .795 slugging
average is the best on the team. and
he is third on the team in batting
average with a .384 mark.

/
!

Cedric R. Anderson

UMSL RIVERMAN Senior Catcher John Murphy.

Murphy has also played exceptional defense this season. He hasn·t
commited an error and opposing
base stealers have been thrown out
44 percent of the time.
Former UMSL catcher Hyde and
hard work have been the key factors
in the improvement of Murphy's
ability to throw runners out. Not
blessed with a great arm, Murphy
has developed a quick release.
,. Scotty Hyde came back and
showed me a lot of things he had

'learned ," Murphy said. "We worked
real hard every other day on a quick
release. It was invaluable having
those guys (Hyde and Hupp) in front
of me."
Murphy believes that his hitting
has improved simply from getting
his chance to play every day.
One of the most incredible
aspects of l\Iurphy's. season is that
he has played most of the season on
an iniured leg. He suffered a knee

See "Murphy," page 12

Athlete of the Year

'earn Goals Still Top Priority For Riverwoman Gregory
I

Noss

:s editor

lese pages have sufficiently '
nicled the basketball exploits
Ie Current's Female Athlete of
Year, Gina Gregory. Recorded
, been her statistics, challenges
accomplishments as an UMSL
,rwomen basketball player. Her
'points on. winning, losing,
dng hard and coming up short.
)ming up short until this past
on, that is.
her third season
~r spending her first year as a
playing "red shirt" recovering
1 an ankle injury), Gregory
ized the dream of a winning
.on and a spot in the Missouri
reollegiate Athletic Association
offs. It was a season in which
gory started slow and the team
kly-won four of their first six"
: road wins sandwiched bem two hGme losses).
egory felt no special pressure
~ into the season with nine new
Imates. It may have been that·
of pressure that caused her
i-season problems.

In

"I didn't feel any (pressure). I like
to know I'm counted on," she said.
"(But) I expect a little more out of
me. I should have concentrated
more. I expected more than was
produced ."
The fifth year senior-to-be is getting a better idea of her future. and
always remembers where she came
from. An article. supposedly written
to accentuate her positives, she
believes it to be the opposite.

Besides
using
questionable
judgement as to his inclusions (that
did not appear particularly flatter-'
ing), the writer omitted something
of importance to Gregory. Compounding her amazement at the
omission, was the writer's inquiry to
Gregory about anything she would
like to mention in the article.
"He didn·t mention anything
about my high school coach and his
wife," Gregory said, referri?g to
Montgaomery City (Mo.) high school

coach Ben March and his wife. The
two, along with Gregory's father,
are in regular attendance at Riverwomen games. This season, they
even made a handful of road
games.
"He's (March) done a lot for me.
Probably as much as Coach
Larson."

"If I get to go this summer (to the
Athletes in Action basketball tour),
fm looking forward to meeting people. But, the main goal is to be a witness to Christ."

-Gina Gregory
Gregory's future may be set in
motion this summer. Sbe is waiting
on approval of her application to
play for an Athletes in Action basketball teams in one of four areas
(South America, the Phillipines,
Ecuador or Europe). Gregory has
been involved in retreats for the
Fellowship of Christian Athletes.

That, and the fact that she has
expressd a desire to travel, make
this summer with the AlA a good
idea for her.
Gregory was put on to the idea by
Jane Kenzel, a coach at Louisiana
State. The two months would mean
that Gregory would have her summer planned for her. But she sees
the time as good preparation for her
final season.
The development of a studentathlete such as Gregory is a story
beyond the statistics. Always a class
act in vietory or defeat. she now
speaks with the confidence and
strength of maturity. Her recent
disappointment over the newspaper
article has taught her to be a little
more cautious, though.
This summer wouJ'd be an
excellent opportunity for Gina
Gregory, the basketball player. But,
she also is aware of how important
it is to Gina Gregory. the person.
" If I get to go this summer, I'm
looking forward to meeting people.
But. the main goal is to be a witness
to Christ."

Cedric R. Anderson

UMSL RIVERWOMEN Junior Forward Gina Gregory.

IlIAA Pla.yafts Ahead For Riverrnen And Rivervvarnen ·Ballclubs
(I

Noss

rts

editor

THe UMSL Rivermen baseball
~m and the UMSL Riverwomen
ltball team are riding highs
ing into the Missouri Interi legiate Athletic Association
ayoffs this we~eJld. Th~men
~pete at Warrensburg, Mo., for
ir first game against North Divi1 runner up Northwest Mis'uri State Univesri-ty.Thewomen
1.1 play at Kirksville, Mo. against
IHRally 'ranked Southeast Mis'uri State.
The Rivermen (22-13 overall
f 7-1 in the conference) clinched
e MIAA South Division title with
doubleheader sweep of defendg MIAA cbampion Southeast
issouri State (9-4, 10-1). In the
~ond game. Tom Lewis raised
to &-2.
,s record
.

UMSL's first opponent in the
naionally ranked Southeast Misof its last eight games. They are
13-20 overall and 6-4 in the
conference.
The UMSL game begins at 9:30
a.m. on Friday, with the Central
Missouri State and Southeast Missouri State game to follow at 12:30
p.m. The losers of the two games
will play at 3:30 p.m. The winners
of the games will meet at 9:30 a.m.
on Saturday, with the winners of
. the loser's game to play at 12:30
p.m.
Battl'th'e Rivermen and the Riverwomen have many possibilities for
MJAA post-season teams. Anyone of
either team's statistical leaders
should receive some sort of mention'
as each team had a succesful
season.

Eight of nine starters are hitting
over ,300 for UMSL. The starting
nine are hitting a combined .345.
Four starters are hitting over .360:
Tony Leasck, .406; Russel Muenks.
.398: John Murphy, .384; and
Aiello, .361.
The Riverwomen softball team
is in the midst of a lO-game win-.
ning streak as they head into the
playoffs. They have raised their
te-ain batting average 24 points to
.302 and the team earned run
average has been lowered .024 to
1. 79.

Coach Lisa Studnicki has seen
her triples mark fall to Laurie
Aldy. The sophomore now has six.
She is well within reach of the
UMSL season batting mark set by
Kathy Boschert in 1983.(.351) with
her current mark of .362. Aldy is
five runs short of Studnicki's total

run mark with 40 runs scored.
Lucy Gassei is one win short of
setting a new Riverwomen team
mark with a 4-0 win over
Lincoln.
If UMSL beats NO.9 ranked
Southeast in the Ila.m. game, they
will face the winner of Northeast
Missouri State and the University of
Missouri- Rolla at 3 p. m. Friday.

After winning only 13 games in
1985, the Riverwomen's total of 25
wins this season is quite an accomplishment. It is still eight short of
the team record of 33, set in 1981
unqer Joe Sanchez.
Both the Rivermen and1he Riverwomen have many possibilities for
MIAA post-season teams. Anyone of
either team's statistical leaders
should receive some sort of mention
as each team had a successful
season.

~'.vERWOMEN

PITCHER Lucy Gassei

Cedric R. Anderson
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~ Murphy

Riverwomen Np(tter's Winning Week First Of·Season - -

: from page 11
: injury on March 15 in a collision at
: the plate against the Univ ersity of
iMissouri- Rolla. Murphy has refused
to let the injury slow him down.
"It's been a nag," he said. " The
only way it will get bette r is rest
after the season is over. "
Murphy isn't s\lre wh at his future
will be as far as baseb all is con. cerned, but coach Jim Brady has
some definite ideas about, what
should be in store for Murphy.
," I would have to say, of all the
catchers I've coached , John Murphy
is . the best at calling games and
being mechanically corre ct at all
times ," Brady said. " J ohn Murphy
desrves eve rything that co mes his
way. If there is a bett er catcher in
the Midwe st that is more deserving
of Qeing drafted than J ohn is , then I
would like to see him . He has
develop ed into a pr o prospect. "
Murphy is a man who sees no need
to examine the reasons for his success. His approach to the game will
remain the same whether he is drafted or not.
"} have no explanation for it, he
said. " I just like playing baseball. "

Jim Wieners
reporter
The UMSL Riverwomen tennis
team experienced their first winning week of the 1986 , season,
defeating
the
University
of
Missouri-Kansas City (8-1) and
Culver-Stockton (8- 2) in the UMSL
Triangular Meet. The victories ,
which give the Riverwomen a twogame winning streak going into the
Missouri Intercollegiate Athl etic
Championships ,
Asso ciation
followed a loss to . Southeast Missouri State Univ ersity (8-0) .
The 3- 12 Hive rwom e n hav e
exceeded their win total of 1985
when they wer e 1-12 overall and 0-4
in the MI AA. UMSL has yet to win a
conference match thi s season.
The Riverw omen took all three
doubles mat ches in the win over
UMKC. Stacy Schmidt and Ann
Pearce, who also won their singles
matche s, 6-1, 6-1 , were awarded a
doubles victory by default. Robin
Heuer and Sue Steiniger won their
singles matches by default, while
Nancy Tao was a shutout victor, 6-0 ,
fHl .
Steiniger (6-3 , 6-3) , Schmidt (6-4 ,
6-0) and Tao (6-1, 6-0) were all
Singles winners over Culver-

Stockton. r arce and Schmidt took
their doub 'lrs match, 6-3, 7-5 , as didSedej and Tao , 6-1, 6-1.
In the loss to Southeast, the
s econd of the season, the Riverwomen managed only one three-set
loss, that coming in Schmidt's
match. Tao lost a close first set, 7-5',
before having ther second set called
at 6-6, going into a tiebreaker.
. The Riverwomen sported three
players with winning rec ords going
into the MIAA championships. Sedej
remains undefeated at 4---0, while
Schmidt is 7-6 and Tao is 7-5. In
doubles action , Tao is a part of the
Riverwomen' s top two teams. She
teamed witb Sedej for a 3-2 mark
and with Schmidt for a 1-1 mark- -

doubles wins for UMSL.
Thre e tiebreakers made the difference in the Southeast match.
Scott Stauffer won a second set tiebreaker, 7-6, after losing the first
set, 1-6. Stauffer then took the final
set, 6--4 , to take the matc_Q.._

ot~:r ~~~;g:. ~~a~~! ~~~~noeudr =~~~~~,t~~r:et~n~~~noe~ ~~
the endeavor. Hope opportunities arise after this experience, ones that will help me reach my destination. It was
taxing (or interest-incurring) on all of us. Couldn't have
accomplished it without you.

on the Landing
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MIAA CHAMPIOSNHlPS

UMSL will host 'the Missoui '
Intercollegiate'Athletic Associati61f
Championships this weekend at the ,
Two defaults, also suffered
Dwight Davis Tennis Complex,
aga inst Southeast, and five of seven ' -Action ' begins tomorrow and con-_
matches that went only two sets, tinues through Saturday when th!
marked the shutout defeat against
1986 MIAA ' champion will be
crowned.
Wash . U.
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CO ME DY nightclub

DOUBLE RAIN OUT
The- Riverwomen and the Rivermen had their season ending matc~
versus Wa,shington University can- .
celled du e to rain .

A fir st-set tiebreaker victory propelled Boldt to a 7-6 , 6- 2 straight set
de cision_ Brett Schram a gained
opposite Tesults after lOSing a first _
set tiebrea ker, lOSing in two sets,

--_e

Don and Sharon:

an all

MEN'S SLIDE CONTINUES
Rooki e Coach Jeff Zoellner continued to face defeat as the Rivermen
head
into
the
MIAA
cbampionships with an eight-game
losing streak ,and a 4-0 record in
the conference.
'
This week the Rivermen lost to
Principia, 6~3. Southeast Missouri
St ate
University,
7-2 ,
and
Washington University , 9-0 .
In th e match with Principia ,
re scheduled from an earlier date ,
Tom Swift pulled off the only UMSL
singles victory. Swift r e bounded
from a first-set defeat, 1- 6, to tak e
the second and third sets handily , 62,6-0.
Rich Rogers and James Boldt (63, 6-2), along with Swift and Alex
Schaubitz (7- 5, 6- 3) pick ed up

__waz
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COMEDYCLUB

April 25

721 REAR N. 2nd STREET
(BEDIND THE 2nd STREET DINER)

11:30 -1:30.p.m.

Live Professional Comedians
5 nights a week.
Call 621·7828 for information & reservations

tit.,.,.,,,
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University Center patio
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T hanks to our
19 85-86 advertise rs
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Aaron Rents Furniture
A.cademic Affairs
ABC
, Air Force ROTC
, Airline Careers
, Alpha Xi Delta
, Angle Gifts
ApblioSuntan
Army ROTC
Art Carved Class Rings
, Bantam Books
Berkeley Parks and Recreation
Best Beers
Beta Alpha Psi
· Birthright Counseling
.Bridal Boutique
· Camelot Music
Gass Student Advertising
Canteen Food Corporation
Click Shop
College Of Arts & Sciences
College Media Placement Service
Columbia Pictures, Inc.
'Community Federal
, Concerts & Lectures Committee
Contemporary
, I
Continuing Education-Extension
.,
Dairy Queen
Delta Sigma Pi
Division of Student Affairs
Eckankar
Education Students' Organization
Ellena's Greek American Restaurant
· Embassy Pictures
Enterprise Leasing
Evelyn Gordon Electrolysis

, Fairmont Park ,
Family Planning, Inc. Ferguson Beauty College
Fischer's
Ford Bronco 1I Vollyeball Classic
Fox Theatre
French Woods
Ganett ASSOCiates, Inc.
General Goods International Coffees
Gift Mart
Grey Eagle Distributors, Inc.
GSLU
Hair St. Ltd.
Hewlett Packard
Hille Foundation
Home Energy
Horizons For Hair
Impact Com~unications
International Hair Institu e
Jam Productions
Janice Manes
JLW Financial Services, -Inc.
Joanie's Hair Designs
,Josten's Class Rings
Kae's Creations
Kansas City Police Department
Kerlick, Switzer and Johnson AdvertiSing,
Ken Meyer
Kevin Polito
KWK ·
' KWMU Student Staff
KSHE
Lawyer's Assistant Program
Lee's Famous Recipe Chicken

:

Market Source
McDonalds
McGlaughin Real Estate
Memory Dynamics
Mercantile Bank
Midwest Institute For Medical Assistance
Monograms
Mr. Records
Normandy Bank
Normandy Travel
North Oaks Bowl
Office of Academic Affairs
Office of Student Activities
Olive Interbelt Self-Storage ·
Paramount Pictures
Peau Soin
Pi Kappa Alpha
Pi Sigma Epsilon
Polaroid
Project Philip
Repertory Theatre
Reproductive Hea1th Services
Restoring Your Rights
Royals Rugby Club
. San Rafael Apartments ·
Savan
Scottish Inns
School of Optometry Clinic
Sisters Of The Good Shepard
'
SLU Law School
'S peech Department
Stanley H. Kaplan Educational Center
-St. Louis Community College
St. Louis Post-Dispatch

~

-l.'

St Louis Symphony Orche'stra ,'J~
Student Activities -.< ' .
,
Sun Set Tan & Tub
SymposiumLile Vision
, Takuri Tei. T?x. Serviqe ,"-,
Texas Instruments
The Ebbtides
Thomas Jefferson Library
TV & Film Production Club
Twentieth Century Fox Film Corp.
UMSL Cheerleading Squad .
UMSL Counseling Service
UMSL Debate and Forensics Club
. UMSL Housing Referral
UMSL Kayak Club
UMSL Math Clinic
UMSL Psychology Organization
UMSL Student Association
UMSL Women's Center
UM Video Credit Course Program
Universal Pictures
-,
Universal Studios, I~c.
UniverSity Bookstore
University Players
University Program Board
U.S. Navy District Recruiting
Wacky Warriors
'
Wall Street Journal
Warehouse Liquor
Wendy's
, Wesley Foundation
Western Temporary Services
Yosemite National Park
Young Adult Bible Study
~
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The Cu rrent Advertising Staff wou Id like to thank all of our advertisers for
their support this year.
Yates W. Sanders and Michael G. luczak
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